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Mrs. Sarah E. Hosmer, widow of
the late George L. Hosmer, of Wil- j
ton, passed away Friday morning
at the home of her son, Claude E.
Webber, in Livermore Falls, after a
brief illness with pneumonia, aged 68 j
] years, 11 months and 3 days.
Her deatli came as a sudden shock :
W inchester Repeating Shotguns and W inchester Shotgun
j to her children and only the son at j
Shells art just as reliable and satisfactory for bird shooting
whose home she died, was able to
as W inchester Rifles and W inchester Cartridges are for big
1be at her side when the end came, j
game hunting, and sportsmen know that they constitute a
She was the eldest child of the
perfect equipment. You can spend a £<eat deal more money
late Jesse Wing of Phillips, and was
tor a shotgun than a W inchester w ill cost you, but ycu
j born in Phillips Feb. 2, 1843. She
came of a family of honest, God- ;
cannot get a better shooting ot better wearing gun no
believing people.
Her great grand- ;
matter what you pay. - Use a W inchester Shotgun and
father, Dr. Samuel Wing, the first
W inchester Shells, and you w ill have a combination that
pksyician to settle in Wayne, Me.,
will
give the best satisfaction fo: field, fow l or trap shooting.
served in the Revolution and lost a
leg in the service.
Her grandfath
REÜ W BRAND GUSNS AN3 SHELLS ARE SOLD EVERYWHERE
er, Dr. Moses Wing, settled in Phil
-J
lips.
Early in life she married the late
Henry R. Webber o f Phillips, and
became the mother of nine children.,
two of them dying in infancy.
The crown of her life was mother
hood.
Her children were ever up
permost in her mind and her life
was full of love and sacrifice for j
-----------------them S
was a, member of the Front the Milwaukee, Wis., Free the road as roadmaster until 1893, when
'Methodist Episcopal church in Wil-| Fress of Nov. 16, we take the fol- he retired on account of his health.
I
, lowing and the eut of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bucknam are enjoying
She loaves six children, Mrs. : Lrael E. Buchnam is loaned us by perfect health.
They are in their
Charles F. Ross of Phillips Adel- j
courtesy of that paper.
eighty-second year, and they look for|hert H. Webber, now living in one
Mr. and Mrs. Israel E. Bucknam will ward to the time when they will be
of the western states, Jess© Web- ' celebrate their sixtieth wedding anni- able to celebrate their seventy-fifth
ber, Winthrop, Bonney Webber, Mad- j versary on Saturday, at the home of wedding anniversary.
I rid, Claud Webber, Livermoi’e Falls, j their son, Louis E. Bucknam, Wauwa- , Mrs. Bucknam was a Miss Sarah J.
Jan<* Mrs. Archibald C. Ross of Al... ____ —— ———
——----- -——----- ---- -------— — ----- -— :------- ' bion.
A dear beloved daughter,
Lena, died at the age of 29 years.
I She is survived also by 20 grandMountain View, Maine
I children and two great grandchildren!
i*or fu r th e r p a r tic u la r s w r it e o r a d d r e s s
: an three brotheers, John S. Wing ;
I an" Morrill Wing of Phillips, and
George S. Wing of Rangeley.
Mountain View,
*
Maine.
A short service was held at the j
home of her son in Livermore Falls
Saturday, her son, Jesse, having to
return to his home, the other chil- j
dren coming with the remains to j
Phillips where services were held
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
The Hunting Season is now on for 1911 and we are booking
Chas. Ross, Rev. W. A. Millett of
for Deer Hunting, which is o f the best.
ficiating.
Two songs wer© sweetly
Results Guaranteed.
E D G R A N T (Si. S O N S ,
K e n n e b a g o , M a in e % rendere1 by Miss Barker, accompanie1 by Miss Noble.
Interment
was in Evergreen cemetery.
As we travel the vale of coming
years
We have the grief, she has no pain
As we face the mystery the future
MR. AND MRS. ISRAEL E. BUCKNAM.
For your Spring Fishing Trip wny not come where the salmon are large
holds
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
• Could we, would we, wish her here
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
again ?
tosa. A dinner will be served for the Badger, Her brother, Eben Bndger
us forbooklet, rates and detailed information. Address
resides in Milwankee and another
She is at rest.
family
and a few intimate friends.
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.
Our mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Bucknam were married brother, Otis Bager, .csides in the
at Falmouth, Me., and they came to state. There are „wo brothers, Mes
Wisconsin in looo, settling at Kenosha. srs. W. S. Badger of Phillips, and
Mr. Bucknam entered the employ of James Badger of Industry, and one
the Green Bay, Winona & St. Paul sister, Mrs. Charles O. Dill of Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Bucknam have but one
i
A pretty home wedding took place on road, which later became the Northson,
Louis.
Open when the ice leaves the lake. We guarantee both bait and fly- g Wednesday, Jan. 10, at the home of Western railroad. He remained with
i
§ fishing and catch trout. Telephone, daily mail. Write for 1912 booklet.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Allen in Strong
when their younger daughter, Lila
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Franklin Co., Tim, Maine.
STORE BURNED.
Saxon Forests Large
Rose, was united in marriage to Mr. j
_______
j Though Saxony has been a center of
Burchard A. Tainter of Lewiston, M i. j The store owned by Jesse Doyen civilization foi long ages, one-fourth
The ceremony was performed at high
of the area of the kingdom is still cov, r,
,r n u 1
.
West Phillips burned last Sunday ered with forests
noon by Rev. W. P. Holman, pastor o f l r t ,
,
0
,
rr„
, „ / _> ,
u •
J evening about 8 o clock.
The
the M. E. church, in the presence of „
.
, A
,
,
,
cause is suppesed to be the explos<>nly the immed’ ate family relatives '
ion of a kerosene lamp, which was
The impressive double ring service
S E A S O N O F 1912
left lighted in the store. Mr. Doyen
used. The bride was beautifully
had not been at the farm that day
dressed in a lavendar crepe de chine
THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
as reported and had not been for
gown, with lace yoke and undersleeves.
two or three days past.
He spent
P u b l i s h e s a b e a u t i f u l l e t t l e B o o k l e t - in c o l o r s , After congratulations following the
the evening with neighbors in the
ceremony a dainty and bountiful wed
M IN N E A P O L I S , M IN N .
e n t i t l e d '‘ F I S H I N G ” . It t e l l s all a b o u t w h e r e t o go,
village and on learning of the fire
Circular Free to anyone interested in
ding breakfast was served.
RAW FURS,
hired
a
team
and
accompanied
by
in t h e Rangel ey and D e a d R i v e r R e g i o n s o f fc\aine,
The bride has been one of the popu
per*’ Guide Free to those whe ship to us.
Fred Bangs drove there.
The j
and
c o n t a i n s an a c c u r a t e /V\ap o f t h i s T e r r i t o r y . lar waitresses at Mountain View house, building was insured for $700
and
Rangeley, for several seasons. Mr.
A d d r e s s with s tamp,
he estimated it to have been worth
Painter, who has been employed for
$1,000.
The stock was insured for
The Maine W oods”
many years by the Maine Central R.
$1,200
but
he estimates the stock j
F . N. BERL, G. P.
Phillips,/Maine.
R and ys well thought of, is conductor
Sportsmen’^ Guide Book
this
on the passenger train between Rock burned worth about $800 and
was the property of the Farmers’ Co
lllh Annual Edition.
land and Lewiston.
operative
Trading
Co.
Published by the
The bride’s going away dress was a
\
blakeslee l a k e c a m p s .
Before deciding where to go hunting this fall, send for illustrated book and blue serge traveling suit.
H isto ry R e p e a ls ¡tself.
SANGQR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
map o f the Blakeslee Lake Camps. Tdere is no otln-r resort in Maine where you
The happy couple departed on the
“ C a a 't say that, the w orld G s g e t
can find so many larg*> bucks with the best of chances for a moose or bear, along afternoon train for a brief wedding
wit h i he best of table arid accommodations. 10,000 acres of new country to be
ting a b i t s m a rte r,” asserted grandpa
Mailed anywhere for IS» cents in slanioH
opened up this fall. It has never been hunted since the Indians left 50 years ago. trip to Portland and Boston, afier “ My g ra n d s o n asks ire Die sam e silly
/v<liii*i*«s (too M. Houghton.
which they will reside in Rockland. Q u e s t i o n s that his fath er asked at his
Lom e and get the cream of it.
Passenger Traffic Manas«
Their many friends wish them a long age.’’—L lp p in c o tt’s
JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine,
Bangor. Maine.
and joyous journey through life.
For booklet and particulars.
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AdvertisingjPays You
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CAMPS

Brown’s Camps, Lake Kezar.
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:UR & WOOL CO.
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Game

REPEATING RIFLES

Trout,

JA N U A R Y

FISHING
Landlocked

SOON
Salmon

and Togue May Be Taken

T h e Special Smokeless Steel barrel, rifled d eep on the
Ballard

system,

highest

velocity

creates
and

perfect

hurls

the

combustion,
bullet

develops

with

utmost

accuracy and mightiest killing impact.
T h e mechanism is direct-acting, strong, simple and perfectly adjusted.
It never clogs. T he protecting wall of solid steel between your head and
cartridge keeps rain, sleet, snow and all foreign matter from getdng into
the action. T he side ejection throws shells away from line of sight and
allows instant repeat shots always.
Built in perfect proportion throughout, in many high power calibres, it tt
a'quick handling, powerful, accurate gun for all big game.

Under Certain
Restrictions.

In a little more than two weeks now
—on February 1—the season for ice
fishing^at the various lakes and ponds
in this vicinity will open and Bangor
devotees of the sport are already look
E very hunter should kn ow all th e 772ar//n characteristics.
T / I o t / i / I A i/ 'f ’ tT / 'fn S C o ,
ing forward with enthusiastic expecta
S end for our b ee catalog. Enclose t stamps fo r nostanre 3 3 W illo w S treet
N ew H a ven , Conn.
tion of the rare sport which is to come.
; Many of the lakes are subject to special
law concerning ice fishing and are
closed, either all the time, or on certain
days'during the week.
Perhaps the best ice fishing in the im
mediate vicinity of Bangor is at Green
* fl *
-------------------------lake on the Bar Harbor branch of the
Maine Central where it is permitted
only on Fridays and Saturdays during
the open season. Dozens of Bangor
men visit the lake on those two days
j and a large proportion of the cottages
! there are occupied by week end fishing
j parties. Many of them stay over Sun' day, returning to town on the Monday
j morning trains.
Although the ice fishing in Hines
pond in Bucksport and Orrington is ex
cellent, the pond is nevertheless closed
j to that form of sport by special act of
the legislature.
Among the other
bodies of water in this vicinity which
are closed to ice fishing at present are
Cold Stream pond at Enfield and Fitts
er
will
a
good
guide
make
any
effort
to
Boston, Mass., January 12. 1912.
drive them in front of the easy camp pond in Clifton and Eddington. Ice
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
fishing is also prohibited in those ponds
chairs.
Another hunting season has come and
For the sportsman who knows how, which have been closed to all fishing
gone and I find myself living it all over
and will get out and hustle, his $15.00 for a period of years.
again, looking forward to the season of
for a license will not have been paid in
The present law relating to ice fish
1912 with as much enthusiasm as on my
vain.
ing provides that during February,
first hunting trip of many years ago.
Nearly all the sportsmen I have March and April, citizens of the state
November 17th, with an enthusiastic
talked with hope there will not be a may fish for and take landlocked sal
companion, I bought my ticket,
close time put on doe deer. The laws mon, trout and togue, with not more
checked our baggage, and boarded the
of Maine relating to game as they now than five set lines for each family,
train for an all day ride, to answer the
stand seem about what they should be. when fishing through the ice in the day
call of the wild.
Let the present laws be enforced. The time, and when under the immediate
Our destination was Blackwell’ s
game will take care of itself.
personal supervision of the person fish
Camps, Round Mt, where we arrived
Last summer I made the Allegash ing, and may convey them to their own
near the dinner hour the following day,
trip in July, a time when we usually homes for consumption therein but not
and were given the usual hearty wel
find many moose near the water. On otherwise, but no citizen of the state
come such as Dion and his good wife
this trip we saw but two moose, one a during this time shall be permitted to
always have for their many visitorsEverybody who knows, loves Round two-years-old, which seemed lonesome, catch more than 15 pounds, or one fish,
and glad to see us. The other we of landlocked salmon, trout or togue,
Mountain. The reasons are various.
could not judge its age. We saw noth in any one day. Nothing in this law is
It is a charming spot, both summer and
ing but the skeleton kindly cared for in to be construed as repealing any pri
winter, good fishing in the spring,
a bear house. In the Musquacook and vate or special act closing any lake or
plenty of game in the fall. This is not
other localities which were formerly pond to ice fishing, or otherwise re
a locality where deer starve. The
favorite moose haunts, there were not stricting fishing.
camps are of the best. The charges are
even tracks of moose. What is the
A penalty of a fine of not l<*ss than
always reasonable, for Dion is not
answer? Enough law, but little used. $10 nor more than $30 is prescribed for
troubled with the graft disease so comI note that the season’s list of persons violating this $ct and a fine of $1 extra
Titton at some sporting camps.
shot because they were in the woods and is imposed for each fish caught in vio
Here, after a day’s hunt, one is sure j
moved, seems to be about the usual lation of its provisions.
of the best things to eat. Then with |
number. Strange that men who close
Half the fun of ice fishing, so those
the good old pipe in front of the birch 1
ly resemble deer and bear, will go into who are fondest of it say, is in getting
log fire, follows a most comfortable j
the woods and roam about in front of into camp with a few congenial spirits
evening in this model forest home.
flying bullets. They should remain in and spending the time in smoking in
Thanksgiving day brings back to
camp where they will be safe from the front of the fire with occasional visits
most of us, varied memories of other
fool hunter who shoets and does his to the holes which have been chopped
similar days. To Mrs. Blackwell and
thinking afterward. In various arti ■through the ice out on the lake.
daughter are due our thanks for a
cles I have often referred to this class
The labor of cutting them is by no
pleasant reminder of the day, a most
of criminals I say criminals, because means slight when two feet or more of
bountiful dinner served in the beauti
I consider it a crime for any man to hard black ice has to be gone through
fully decorated dining room, which was
shoot at a moving object, thinking it Iwith an ice chisel before a line can be
fully appreciated and enjoyed. A care
game, when he is positive there are j put down.
ful study of the menu will explain why
other hunters near him.
Blackwell’s Camps are always popular.
Usually the lines are attached to
In my opinion there is but one reme
THANKSGIVING DINNER, 1911
sticks
which have hinged cross bars
dy, and it is not a close time on doe
Blackwell’s Camps
Round Mountain, Me,
deer by any means. Maine has a good resting on the ice. When a fish seizes
law relating to this sort of carelessness the live bait on the hook, the tug which
and defines the duty of those supposed he gives causes the end of the stick, to
SOUP
to enforce the law. Two or three of which a bit of red flannel is usually
Bouillon
Dutch
Venison
these brainless hunters on a ten years’ attached, to stand perpendicular. The
Roast Chicken
outing at Thomaston, might cause oth signal can be seen for a long distance
Roast Young Pig
Broiled Partridge
ers of their kind t© stop and consider and the fishermen may pull in his prize
Roast Venison Saddle
at his leisure. Usually a good many
Venison Pot Pie
Venison Steak carefully if a man wearing a red sweat
Rabbit Pie
er, or similar clothing, really does in fish are caught at night, and the early
any way resemble a black bear or deer. morning trip, when the ice which has
V EG ETAB LES
Why need there be an open season for formed over the holes is cut out and
Baked Sweet Potatoes
new live bait is put on, is apt to be the
Baked White Potatoes
j the killing of men in the Maine forests?
CommerGerman Pried Potatoes I Enforce the law and when it is known most productive.—Bangor
Tomatoes
String Beans
Peas
Corn
. cial.
for sure that it will be enforced, moving
Sliced Bermuda Onions
bushes will spell the word Thomaston
r e l is h e s
in large type, and flash an effective T H IN K S JIM POND C A M PS GOOD
Chow Chow Pickeled Beets Onions
warning along the rifle barrel of every
PLA C E TO GET D E E R .
SAU CE
careless hunter.
Cranberry
Currant Jelly
I have often wondered why the variColumbus'. Ind., Jan. 6 1912.
PIES
| dus camp owners in the Dead River
To
the
Editor of Maine Wood's:
Apple Mince Washington
Cream
Raisin j section do not pay a little more atten
Pumpkin
Cranberry
Blueberry
Please find enclosed stamps for
tion to the records of game shipments.
Myself
This part of Maine is one of the very ! copy of the Maine Woods.
DESSERTS
and
a
friend
were
in
the
Jim
pond
best
for
deer
and
partridge,
but
most
of
Peaches
Prunes
Pears
1Raspberrie
the newspaper reports deal with game j camps hunting, and we came out Nov
Crackers and Cheese
Coffee
Tea
Cocoa
shipments through Bangor. Nearly all I 2C; with two as fine bucks as ever
To those who may wish to visit a j the Dead River country is alive with |came out of that part of Maine.
good game country, I will say, “ Go to; deer, where the feed is excellent. The
I have hunted deer in many differ
Blackwell’s.” Here will be found all j fattest deer and the best head speci ent states but I consider the country
you are looking for, and before leaving, j mens, I have ever seen, come from this around Jim Pond camps t) .• best deer
you will make arrangements to come |part of Maine. Wake up, gentlemen, hunting there is at this day, and age
and tell your story; there are plenty of of the world.
again.
There really is no reply to make to sportsmen who want to know.
If you have a copy as far back as
Am just home from Lake Winnepethose who complain of the scarcity of
Nov. 20, it will be all right.
I just
deer in Maine. That deer and moose saukee, N. H., where we caught some happened to see your ad in the Na
fine
pickerel
and
had
a
royal
good
time.
change their feeding grounds is true.
tional Sportsman.
But these animals do not enter the It’s all over now. The fishing and
Yours truly,
hunting
togs
are
laid
aside
for
another
camp, and poke their nose under the
W. S. Mizer.
Roxbury.
bed clothes later than 9 o’ clock. Neith- season.

BLACKWELL’S CAMPS

Good Fishing In the Spring and Plenty
of Game In the Fall.

The Writer Not In Favor of a Close Time on
Doe Deer.

The Laws of Maine About

Right As They Now Stand.

18,

1912.

ANNUAL

DEER

K IL L .

TAXIDERMISTS

Reaches 15,000 In Maine— Michigan
N early Equals T his State.

G.

W.

PICKEL,

T A X ID E R M IS T

Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing
It is estimated that 15,000 deer
were shot in Maine during the hunt Tackle Indian Moccasins, Baskets
ing season recently closed and that and Souvenirs.
.
Maine.
about that number of deer have Rangeley,
been shot in Maine every year for
the past decade, the figures, of
NASH OF MAINE.
course varying somewhat from sea
Licensed Taxidermist, .Norway, Me.
son to season.
It may be of inter- \ Maine’s Leading Fish Taxidermist.
est to many to know something of j
the
deer
hunting
in
other
states of the Union. Maine leads all EDMOND J. BOUCHER.
Licensed Sientific, Taxidermist.
her sister states in the total killed,
but there are others in the running, (Tanner) Will give you Standard and
and perhaps little is known to the Moth proof work in all branches of
majority in Maine as to just
how Taxidermy and Tanning. Price lint
other commonwealths stand in this with useful Instructions FREE.
N. E. Tel. 572-52.
respect.
Auburn, Me.
The figures for 1910 are pretty 186 Main S t,
fairly complete, and these give the
following standing to the several
T. A. JAMES
states where deer roam the woods.
Will continue to do business in Win
Maine deer shot numbered approx throp and make a specialty of Muse
imately 15,000; Vermont, 3,649; Mas um work and mounting and painting»
sachusetts, 1,281; New York, 9,000; of fish in oil and water color.
New Jersey, 120; Pennsylvania, 800;
Winthrop, - - - Maine.
Michigan 13,347; Wisconsin, 6,000; J
Minnesota, 3,147; West Virginia, 49; I
E S T A B L IS H E D 1892.
Maryland, 6; Virginia, 224; Georg
Practical Glassblower, and Manu
ia, 369;
Florida, 1,526; Alabama.
132; Mississippi, 500; and Louisiana,1facturer of Artificial Eyes for Taxi
dermists a Specialty. 35 years Ex
5,000.
It will he seen that Michigan push- i perience.
es Maine fairly hard for first honors.
F. SCHUMACHER
It may be that within a few years' th 285 Halladay St., Jersey City, N. J.
Wolverine state will lead us, for in
1909 only 6,641 deer were shot in the j
western commonwealth, counting the
"M O N M O U T H M O C C A S IN S ."
states not heard from, and taking j
They are made for
th© estimatej^made after a careful j
8portsm en, Guides, Lum berm en.
canvass, there were about 80,000
deer shot in the United States dur
Known the world over for excel
ing tlie season of 1910.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
In comparing the Maine and Michi
M. L. G E T C H E L L CO.,
gan figures there is ;V s fact to be
taken into consideration—that there Monmouth,
M ain»*
were only 21 open s 3'. ?on days in
Michigan whereas Maine had 75.
The number of days . n the open , R O D S A N D S N O W S H O E S .
season in each state in 1910 are | I make R angeley w ood and split bam 
shown in the following table:
boo rods for fly fishing and trolling..
Rods to let. Snowshoes to order.
Northern States.
E. T . H O A R , R an geley, M a in e.
No. of j
days.
75
Maine,
MAPS OF M AINE
61
New Hampshire
61
Vermont,
6 RESORTS AN D ROADS
Massachusetts,
46
New York,
5 Maine W oods has frequent ln qu rl«»
New Jersey,
maps o f the fishing regions o f th*
16 for
Pennsylvania,
state, etc. W e can furnish, the follow in g
Maine maps;
Maryland (local law«?)
Rangeley and Meg’an.tic districts . . 26«
91 Rangeley and M egantic districts,
Virginia,
very large .......................... 26»
West Virginia,
47 M oosehead and
A roostook dis
tricts ................................. 60»
21
Michigan,
Franklin County ..................................... 600
20 Som erset County ..................................... 60«
Wisconsin,
County ......................................... 50«
21 Oxford
Minnesota
Piscataquis C o u n t y ................................. 60«
A
roostook
County ....................'............ 60o
61
Missouri,
W ashington County .............................. 60o
30 Outline
South Dakota,
map o f M aine, 30x35 in. . . $1.00
21 Geological map o f Maine .................. 36o
North Dakota,
R. R. map o f M aine ...................... 35c
61 Androscoggin County .......................... 26«
Montana,
Cumberland County .............................. 36e
67 H
Wyoming,
ancock County .................................. 60e
36«
19 K ennebec County .................
Colorado,

K nox CouKty .............................................. 36«
Lincoln and Sagadahoc C ounties .. 36e
P enobscot C ounty .............................. 60«
W aldo County ...................................... 36«
York County ............................................. 36c

Southern States.

North Carolina (local laws
South Carolina,
Georgia
Florida,
Alabama,
Mississippi,
Louisiana (local laws)
Arkansas,
Texas,
New Mexico,
Arizona,

92
169
92
61
106

J. W B R A C K E TT
Phillips,

153
30
This
32 want
Maine
76

Paoific
California,
108
30
Nevada,
31
Utah,
• 91
Idaho,
61
Washington,
92
Oregon,
78
Alaska,
There is also another consideration
in reviewing the deer statistics of the
states, and that is the number of deer
allowed to each hunter., The variance
in this respect is as follows:
On©
deer—Colorado,
Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Jersey
New
Mexico, • Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Utah, Vermont and Wisconsin.
Two deer—California, Idaho Maine,
Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New York, North Dako
ta, South Dakota, Washington, West
Virginia and Wyoming.
Three deer—Arizona, Montana and
Texas.
Five f1<ier— Florida, Louisiana, Mis
sissippi, Oregon and South Caiolina.
Alabama and Missouri have a lim
it of one deer a day; in A'kansas,
Georgia, North Carolina and h irginia
either there are no *imits or they are
confined to a few counMes
In Alaska, where both the variety
and limit of game are greater, each

-

CO.,
Maine.

G U ID E S ’ A D D R E S S E S .

colum n is for sale to guides wh©
tt. eir addresses fo
appear
ip,
W oods each week in alphabetical
order. F or price, address, Maine Woodsy.
Pm uips, Maine.

James E. Durrell, Rangeley, Me.
Joseph J. Hill, The Forks, Maine.
James Briggs, Howe Brook, Maine.
N. B. Nile, Rangeley Maine.

1804 HEBRON ACADEMY 1911
Prepares thoroughly for all
college and scientific schools.
College, Classical
and
English Courses.
Location ideal for high mountain a ir
pure water and quiet environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
Winter term opens Tuesday, January
2, 1912. Spring term opens Wednes
day, April 3, 1912.
Catalog on request. Write Principal,
W. E. SARGENT, Litt. D.
Hebron,
Maine.

“Advertising Pays”
hunter is allowed eight deer, two
moose, three caribou and three sheep.
At any rate, in the way of 1ig gam
Maine ’ ives up to its motto, Dirigo,
‘ ‘I lead,’ ’ and sustains Its reputation
as the playground of the nation.—
Lewiston Sun.

M A IN E

Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Railroad.
T im a-T ab le I n Effect D ec. 3 d , 1Q11.
P.M.
Iv 10 50
A.M
lv Í3 00
lv 8 30

AMlv t9 00
lv 8 55
lv 1 56

P.M.
New York, tGr. Cen, Sta.)
Boston, (via Portsmouth) ar t3 05
Boston, (via Dover)
ar 3 30
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Get Their Quota of Deer at Penob-

“steel

w here

steel

belongs"

scot Camps.

Peters

To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
Enclosed please find check for $1.00
Farmington,
lv 12 01
for year’s subscription for the outing
Strong,
12 32
edition of the Maine Woods. I have
A.M.
neglected, for the last two years, to
Strong,
ar 1 30
lv 5 50
Salem,
1 05
6 16
become one of your subscribers, but
lv 12 45
Kingfleld.
Iv t8 00
from time to time have received the
ar 11 50
6 35
Embody the latest and greatest improvement in
paper from my friends and as a sport
Carrabasset,
8 26
11 23
Bigelow
ar 8 65
lv 11 00
ing paper Maine Woods is in a class by
shotgun ammunition —steel in the head and rim,
A.M.
itself.
P.M.
Strong.
6 26
8 45
1 42
where
it must be in order to afford protection to
In your edition of the Maine Woods
ar 6 10
lv 1 20
Iv 7 40 ar 12 55 lv 6 15 ar 12 30
Phillips,
Iv tß 06 Iv Î7 30 ar 12 25 ar t3 00 of December 28, 1911, I noticed an
the shooter. Absolutely the handsomest, best con
Redington,
9 15
7 17
11 26
12 00 article written by Mr. Robt. Walker,
structed and finest shooting goods ever produced.
Eu?ti3 Junction.
f9 40
proprietor of Trout Brook Camps,
Dead River.
f 7 43
flO 52
ar 10 15
Rangeley,
ar 8 00
lv tlO 45 Ivtll 00 Mackamp, Me., which he writes for the
Peters “ Target” and “ High Gun”—medium pric
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
See Note
See Note special benefit of Mr. C. B. Hutchinson
ed shells— are superior to high p riced brands o f
of Oil City, Pa., and which is an in
f. Train stops on signal or notice to conductor.
other makes. Try them for your fall field shooting.
Daily except Sunday.
justice to Mr. William Elliott, proprie
f Daily except Monday.
Full descriptive booklet mailed on request.
tor of the Penobscot camps, and is mis
A. Change of cars at South Lawrence.
Note. Trains Nos. 7 and 12 are subject to cancellation any day without previous notice.
leading and incorrect, and as I have
MORRIS McDo n a l d .
F. N. BEAL.
General Passenger A genf been a member of the hunting party of
T.
_ President & General Manager
Penobscot camps referred to by Mr.
NEW YO k K : 38 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager
SAN FRANSCICO: 608-612 Howard St., J. S. French, Manager.
find from reading the 1st ci deaths Walker, for the past two years, I see
NEW ORLEANS; 321 Magazine St., E. F. Leckert, Manager
! from hunting that only two people no reason why Walker should knock
! were killed by being mistaken for Penobscot camps just because there is
deer (this is from the list published a soreness between Hutchinson and
in Maine Woods) one, Harold Hight, himself which arose from the fact that
FROM
OF
IN T E R E S T
|mistaken for deer and killed; an Mr. Hutchinson told him there were IT E M S
F
R
IE
N
D
F
A
R
M
E
R
.
other, Fred Cosgrove, shot ir mis more deer at Dead River region than
take for deer.
The other nine at Mackamp. Nevertheless the old say
Arkansas CI".y, Kansas,
BROADWAY, AT 63RD STREET
deaths were due from careless hand ing is, “ Difference of opinion makes
Dec. 18, 1911.
ling of firearms by the victims or good horse trading.”
Brunswick, Me., Jan. 12, 1911.
To th© Editor of Main Woods:
Again referring to Mr. Walker’s ar
their companions, stray bullets and
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
Mrs. A. D. Prescott with son and
I wish to writ© a few words
in utter foolish business, such as play ticle in which he states that our party wife left here for California three
There will in 1910 at Penobscot camps shot two days ago to spend the winter, and
*eply to an article in a recent num ing with firearms, etc.
ber of Maine Woods, regarding the be no law passed that will cause deer, one 90 and one 60 pounds, the intends to make headquarters in
humane features, or rather the lack hunters to be careful with firearms truth o f the matter is that Mr. Walker Los Angeles.
Mrs. Prescott said
o f such that is pointed out by a and I can’t see wher© a law that made the mistake of one year, as in she would subscribe for the Maine
1909
at
his
own
camp
seven
of
our
«ertain writer.
This writer would protects doe deer would prevent fool
Woods as soon as she got settled and
hay© a law passed that would pre hunters from playing with firearms party of 11 remained about two weeks knesv where to order it sent
Sever
and
secured
the
munificent
maximum
vent anyone from trapping fur bear with an excuse, “ I didn’t know it
al
other
people
accompanied
her
total of two deer, Hutchinson bagging
ing animals because, no says, “ The was loaded."
from here.
a
90-pound
doe,
and
Case
a
fawn
weigh
steel trap is cruel.”
Well, I lon’t
What sort of a law would we get
Many people go there from here
ing about 60 pounds.
know of any fur bearer that is to prevent hunters from being care
The i oun r’ trip is
Hunters of experience, as a rule, every winter.
l think the
treated any more cruelly than some less with firearms?
only
about
$40
and iurny o.f the
give a railroad track a wide berth when
of the horses in our modern city lew should be enforced regarding
hunting deer, but leave that locality Siam© class go east to spend the
place®.
Does this writer know any killing or wounding of human beings
for the inexperienced tenderfoot, or summer and many more would go, if
while hunting, but don’t change the
thing about trapping?
parties whose age Or physical stamina better advertised.
IN THE VERY CENTRE
Does th writer know that the leg Maine game laws till we are sure we will not permit them to endure the
W o have had abundant rains of
OF EVERYTHING
o f an animal in a steel trap soon be are right
roughing which is necessary to get late and winter wheat is looking fine All cars and 5th Avenue busses pass Hotel.
com es numb and that lots of the
Maine has pretty goad game laws back into the country where real hunt and we are now having fine weath "* Subway
and Elevated R. R. stations one minute
Five minutes walk to theatres and shops
animals trapped, die in a very aod let us be careful how vre make ing is.
er, with white frosts every morning. i( From Grand Central Station take car marked
“ Broadway” direct to Hotel, or Subway to Colum
short time after being caught?
or try to have mad© any changes in
Our
grandson
H.
Fuller
Farmer,
is
For the benefit of Mr. Walker and
bus Circle, one minute from Hotel. •
Hoping to see more in the others interested, and giving Mr. El- now with us and we hope and trust
People should stop fcue cruelty in item .
60 Rooms, Detached Bath, $1.00 per day
100
.,
,.
.,
1.50
their own towns before they try Main© Woods regarding trapping, I i liott, proprietor of Penobscot camps the he will continue to care for us and
25
..
with
1.50
100
.,
..
„
2.00
to give Maine people any ideas in re remain, a friend to the fii.h, game j crecjit to which he is entitled, would Mary Moores to the end.
100
.,
„
2.50
gard to trapping.
Suites with Bath
3.60
,, and up
an ’ forests o f Maine.
state and am willing to make an affidaDec. 25, 1911.
SEND FOR FREE GUIDE TO CITY
H. E. Ford.
I wonder if the author of this hu
vit to that effect that our party in two
W . JO H N SO N Q U IN N , P rop.
We often have inquiries from
Berwick, Me.
man© article wears any fur, if so, he
seasons’ hunting secured a total of 16
Main©
people
as
to
what
provision
helped the trapping business along,
deer at Penobscot camps.
w© have made for Mary Mcores, who
by buying the fur.
Or what does
Mr. Hutchinson is a personal friend
LO C A L
HUNTERS
AND
JOE
has been a member cf our family for
the writer think about the common
of
the
writer
of
this
ariicle
and
while
it
D IG N A R D .
near 40 years, they fearing she may
horse and cow and other farm stock
is not my intention to knock “ anyone
b© left destitute after we
have
that receive more ill treatment by a
particularly,”
at
the
same
time
I
be
Phillip®, Me., Jan. 1 1912.
passed)
away.
hundred fold than the trappers deal j
lieve that any one who cares to have
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
A short history of the poor girl
out to the fur bearers?
I say, let
I wish to contradict the bear story the experience, can be fully convinced may interest many who hav© known
L a rg e s t Fur H ouse in S outhern
the trappers and trappers* laws al- j
M innesota.
that was in th© Maine Woods last and my statement verified by an ex her from childhood.
Her
parents
b o game laws, alone. They are about i
Highest cash price paid for all
perience of a season at the hunting
week about the local hunters of Phil
kinds o f raw furs. Send in your
were William and Nancy
Moores.
a® good as they can be under t h e !
camps in question.
shipments or write for our price
lips and Joe Dignará.
list. We also handle hides, wool
present conditions in this state.
As a general rule, a tramp through Mr. Moores had by his first wife,
and pelts.
Th© local hunters of Phillips were
the woods is the best tonic for a lag four children, three sons and one
Does the writer know of any other j
2 ’ o-218 E.CIarkSt., Albert Lea,Minn.
not on that bear trail for sometime
ging appetite that can be thought of daughter and seven by his second,
relic of barbarism besides the steel j
or anything of the kind.
four
girls
and,
three
boys.
Mary
and hunters are no exception to this
trap or is the steel J
- ’ap the only [
I was after that bear and it was rule and usually like to partake of some was born on the top <“ Beech hill,
relic left to the present modern
so crusty I didn’t try to follow him.
of the fruits of their hunting trip in on the o1' Rangeley road in 1847, come as we all were t.o have her.
times?
I for one, think ic a good
I also sent for Jo© Dignard and his the way of game and venison; and not and on account of disease she. wasi
She has continued to serve us the
idea to kill off some of the 'wild ani
bear dogs and if anyone wants to be compelled to subsist an canned beans given som© kind of medicir© that
same as before and we regc'i .1 her
mals that kill off our partridges and
get on track,of Joe Dignard and his and the like of which can be procured caused her limbs to bloat.
Later just th© same ds one of « or own
other small game.
And I can’t see
bear dogs and th© local hunters of at any three-cent resturant. In the they moved to Madrid vilkge and family nrl cannot see how
could
for my life, where the Massachu
setts S. P. C. A., or any other old Phillips, they want to be ready next last two years at Penobscot camps we lived there when w© were there in get along without her.
March, for Joe Dignard and I are were always fortunate enough to have business with Isaiah Chick; so we
Mary had quite a sick time a few
woman’s club has any Kick coming
regarding the trapping of fur bear going bear hunting with th© same venison each day, as we secured a deer knew Mary when she was a young years a g o ,’since which time ?h© has
bear dogs and in the same place.
going into camp, and wish to state that girl.
been in tetter health than ever be*,
ing animals.
If the writer of that article will anyone that has ever gone to Penob
The family was poor an ! Mary fore and the swelling has nearly
One thing more that caught my
just put his name iji th©
Maine scot camps went back the second year, worked around the neighborhood for gon© out of her limb-.
V " > have
eye was the death toll 5n or from
later we put in her lawful <ossessicn not
the open hunting season.
Some Woods so I will know who he is, I and they have yet to find a dissatisfied her boar'1 and clothes.
will drop him a line when we get person, either with the hunt ng or sold out and moved to Faro, ington, less than $2,000 worth of real estate
writers think a law preventing the
ready to go, so he can get on the j treatment while there.
where we lived about foui years. and expect our grandson, H. Fuller
killing of does would /prevent a
trail
o f Joe Dignard and his bear
I do not wish to encroach farther on When wo bought the Barden House Farmer will cam for ner a ter we
good lot of this accidental shoot
ing of human beings.
Well, I sup dogs and also that local hunter of your valuable space for the publishing in Phillips' Mary, knowing us, ap are gone, but he will not control her
of this article and only wish to add in plied for a job washing dbbes in own securities.
pose a law protecting does would Phillips.
closing that from the personal exper the hotel.
Joe
Dignard
is
as<
fin©
a
fellow
as
Mrs. Farmer has been v.'.y sick.
Mrs. Farmei thought she
lower th© death toll of human beings
i I ever got acquainted with and his ience which I have had at the two would try her and sent a team after Two weeks ago we thought she
at tlje sam time.
I don’t believe
camps in question, that from the stand her.
She was then 26 years old. could not stay with us but a few
in a law protecting does only in dogs are all right, as well.
The big snow storm that came was point of hospitality accorded to each W© were fairly shocked to see such days and she had about given up and
this way, to extend the open season
j the only thing that saved Bruin’s life; and every guest by Mr. and Mrs. El swollen limbs; we could nol believe wanted to arrange our busbr-oss- af
on bucks with does protected.
1
liott at Penobscot camps—the natural she would fimount to n yth irg and I fairs, but she wanted to try p new
j it drove him to den.
The Phillips people and also the beauty of the place, the facilities for said to my wife, “ She wor t stay doctor, which w© did and dn? has
Back to the Oldtime Remedy for i Lewiston people want io Dull a bear motor boating, file., and the abundance three days.”
Wife said, ‘ No, she been improving ©ver since; fo we
i skin on over their heads when on the of game that abounds there—I can safely won’t amount to a hill of beans.”
have great hopes that she will reDyspepsia.
You may experiment with many so- i streets so if bruin meets' them he say without fear of contradiction from i Mary overheard our talk but did gain her usual health.
called wonderful new discoveries for will think it another bear and shake |anyone who has ever had the same ex- not let us know she heard it. We
Today is Christmas ard we all send,
the cure of Dyspepsia, Liver trouble, kan(ls
! perience that I have had at these two were f<2rribly mistaken ioi she greetings with love an I bes’ wishes
or Constipation,—you may spend many
Bruin weighed, from 500 to 600 places, that thebe is no more compari proved to be the best help we ever to a’ l our dear friends for a happy
hard earned dollars for the widely ad
son between the two, from a hunter’s
Oh, what a whopper.
vertised pills, powders or tablets, and pounds.
hired.
She only washed dnhes a New Year
standpoint, than there is between a
after trying them all, you may find
Sincerely,
Gerald H. Luce.
few days,. and it was not long before
yourself practically no better than when
diamond and a doughnut, with the Pen
Samuel Farmer.
she was the best cook, botn
meat
you commenced. ■There is one safe,
obscot camps on the diamond end under
and pastry, we ever hired.
speedy, reliable, household remedy,
all circumstances.
F IN D S
IT
IN T E R E S T IN G .
G et C lose to Nature.
which has been prepared and sold in
She ha.', always taken as much in
W. M. Bayer.
"Maine for more than sixty years, and
Says
a
philosopher: “ Observe na
terest in all our own .¿fair.- as any
which has given relief to thousands of
ture. When you come to a barnyard
person
possibly
could
and
saved
Moodus, Conn., Jan.- 9 1912.
sick and. suffering persons,—the true
go in and see the pigs s.nd fowls
T o G lean A labarter.
and original L. F. Atwood’ s Medicine Editor of Maine Woods:
us hundreds of dollars during the 20 and the cows. Climb a fence now and
To
clean
dust
stained
alabaster
or
or Bitters.* Doubtless your mother or
Of coi rse she then and go into the fie’ds and look
Enclosed pleas© find $1.00 for sub naments, make a paste of whiting, years in the hotel.
grandmother kept it always in the
had
become
the
same
as one of our at the crops or the cattle. I know of
scription
to
Maine
Woods
for
one
house ready for use in time of trouble,
soap and milk. The paste must be
and you will be glad to get back to it. year.
left, to dry on then then washed away, own family and when we came west no place where there is more philos
after a series of disappointments. Get
I find your paper very interesting the surface being then dried with a Mrs. Farmer could not bo;- - the ophy than In a barnyard. You can
a bottle today, and be prepared to ward
cloth and then with a flannel, wden thought of leaving Mary behind and learn much from animals. Within
in
regard to sporting news.
off sickness. Thirty-five cents at your
the ornaments will be found clean and would not consent +o come without their circle they know" much more
Very truly,
dealer’ s. The “ L. f .” Medicine Co.,
than we do.”
unharmed
Portland, Maine.
her end Mary was as anxious to
Charles Davis.
A.M,
lv 5 15 lv til 00
5 47
12 05

A.M.
ar 6 57 ar t9 35 ar 2 15
lv 1 42
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i nating. Timers, Keyes and Woodsun.
Time, 20 minute periods. Scorer, Holt.
IS S U E D W E E K L Y .
The boys who went on the trip were
Mgr. Holt, Capt. Toothaker, Barker,
on j Noble, Kinney and Huntoon. They
were accompanied by Prof. Keyes and
Phillips, Maine
|
Donald Goldsmith, who acted as
OUTING EDITION.
referee.
• pages, ................................... $1-00 p#r y * a r
Liyermore Falls High school will play
The P. H. S. basketbalpteam returned
L O C A L E D IT IO N .
from Rumford Saturday a little bat a return game -with Phillips High
12 and 16 pages ................... $1.90 per y e ar
tered up but perfectly satisfied with the school in Lambert hall, Friday evening,
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Pana result of the trip. They won from Jan. 19. The local team expects to
m a suibscrlptSofns, 50 cents extra. F or
eign subscriptions, 75 cents extra.
Livermore Falls on Thursday night, win and they will have to fight hard in
.
...
— ..
*
f
h
but, owing to the tired condition of the order to do it.
Entered as second class matter, January 21.
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under team and the injury received by Cap
the Act of March 3, 1879,
tain Toothaker at Livermore, they lost
j
the game at Rumford by a small score,
The Maine W ood s thoroughly covers,
the entire state o f M aine as to H un t on the next night. The game at Living Mailing, Trapping, Camping and j ermore was played in a hall with brick
Outing news and the
w hole Franklin
county locally.
; walls and consequently several of the
Maine W ood s solicits com m unications
i
and fish and gam e photographs from its men were slightly injured. The boys
readers.
are confident that had it not been for
W hen ordering the address o f your
A special meeting of North Frank
paper changed, please give the old as these injuries they would have won
Well as new address.
lin Grange, P. of H., No. 186, of Phil
; from Rumford also.
lips will be held Wednesday after
¡IP. H. S., 36; L. F. H. S., 27.
The Editions o f the Maine W oods !
Pleasant Chat
Both teams put up a fast clean game noon, Jan. 24, for the purpose of j “ Weather” Along the Kennebec Valley.
this weak are 6,500 copies.
j and the result was in doubt up to the installing the officers for the ensu- |
With Adjutant General Dill and Assistant Bank
Thursday, January 18, 1912.
last five minutes of play. The Phillips ing year and filling vacancies,
if
! team excelled greatly in team work and necessary. Clara A. French, Sec’y.
Examiner Ellis.
i this was the principal reason why they
Despite the traveling last Saturday j
‘ i f"
Iwon. The first half was very even, afternoon there were quite a number )
ill-'
|first one team being ahead and then the present at the regular meeting of
Payments in 1911.
State House, Augusta, Me.
i other. Toothaker was hurt towards North Franklin Grange.
Arrange
Salary of Chairman and one asJanuary 8, 1912.
the end of the half and had to retire ments were mad© for the Pomona
$ 2,902.14
sociate commissioner,
As I entered the fish and game de
from the game. His place was taken meeting.
The several standing com
448.43
partment this afternoon my attention Commissioners’ expense,
by Holt, who played a good game dur mittees were elected and one appli
Clerks’ salary,
1, 000.00
Mrs. Charles Cushman of Cam
was
at
once
attracted
to
a
fine
por
ing the few minutes he was ii. Liver cation balloted on.
A special meetClerks’ expense,
23.28.
bridge, Mass., started last week for
more had a lead of one point at the end ing was called for the purpose of trait of the late chairman of the com Clerk hire,
1,890.6*
Southern
Pinos, North
Carolina,
mission,
Hon.
James
W.
Brackett,
of the half, owing to the wonderful j installing the officers.
The
day
Telephone and telegraph
178.61
where she wil] spend several weeks.
shooting of Marston, their star for- ; that was previously appointed, no which had been received at the of Postage,
712.08
A little daughter arrived at the
fice since my^hast visit, and now
ward, who shot five baskets from the 0ne could get out.
The tasting
Stationery, printing and binding,
home of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Preble
Langs
in
a
prominent
place
in
the
pri
floor. Score: L. F. H. S., 15; P. H-. j party to have been held then, holds
1,531.0T
last Sunday morning.
The young S., 14. The Phillips boys were not at j
vate office of the present chairman.
165.12
lady weighed eight pounds and will all discouraged however and strength good for the installation the 24th The many friends and acquaintances Office supplies,
of January.
Let every member
97.77
be called Miss Annie Pennaman. ened by the return of Toothaker they
of the late chairman who have seen Express and freight,
26.28
This week Preble has worn the smile came back strong and in the last half make a special effort to be present the picture pronounce it to be very Miscellaneous office hills,
on that day.
26,915.88
that "won’t come off.”
lifelike. One has to remain only a Wardens’ service,
played rings around the other team
At Lemon Stream Grange, No.
10,462.19Wardens'
expense,
Mr. R. II., Preble was called to The passing of the whole team in this
short time in the State House to hear
216, New Vineyard, the officers in
122.92
ffottland Tuesday noon by the death half was excellent and before Liver
the kindly tributes paid Lo this hon Boats and wardens’ outfit,
•f his mother, Mrs. V. H. Preble, more woke up they had piled up a safe stalled for the ensuing year by ored statq official who was beloved Mounting and state exhibits, 788.3S
39.6»
wh had been in poor health
for lead. All the Phillips boys played well, Worthy Deputy Kate Ellis, were as by all who knew him, and in whose State camps,
45.0*
sometime.
Mi’s. Preble leaves be especially Toothaker and Kinney, while follows: Master, W. M. Barker; ov memory he will ever iiv*> as on© of Licenses refunded,
588.72.
sides her son, two daughters
and Marston was practically the whole erseer, Arthur Smith; lecturer, Alicia Maine’s most honored and dis- j Damage to crops,
Barker;
Steward,
George
Tash;
Costs and legal expense,
192.59
two sisters; one daughter, Mrs. B. team for Livermore, as he scored
tinguished officials.
Miscellaneous
game
expense,
53.75.
J.
Warren,
living in
Portland, of the total 27 points. He is considered assistant steward, Clarence Voter;
The portrait was a gift to the
2,596.61
where her death occurred. The re ope of the fastest High s *hool players treasurer, F. O. Smith; secretary, state of Mrs. J. W. Brackett, wife Auburn hatchery,
Ella Williams; gate keeper, Archie
Belgrade hatchery,
1,767.48
mains were taken to Machias.
in the state. It was the cleanest game
of the deceased.
Caribou hatchery,
2,019.06
W. Henry True ha» closed
his played in Livermore this season, there Handy; Pomona, Florentine Carsley;
Nellie
Enfield hatchery,
3,244.35»
store on account of financial trouble. being absolutely no rough work among Flora, Lucille Look; Ceres,
Greenwood;
L.
A.
Steward,
Ross
The fallowing detailed financial Mooseheod hatchery,
2,*98.18,
Mr. and. Mrs. C. F. Chandler were the players.
Barker.
1,505.34
statement showing the work of the Moxi© hatchery,
•ailed to Weld last evening by the P. H. S.
L. F. H. S.
Chesterville Grange held a regular department for the past year
3,284.31
has Monmouth hatchery,
serious illness of his father, Mr. L. Noble, r f
lb Garrett
meeting
Saturday evening, Jan. 13. been compiled during the past week, Oquossoc hatchery,
2,944.8*
F. Chandler.
Capt. Toothaker, I f
r b Davenport
¡The following officers were duly and Chairman Wilson kindly allowed Sebago hatchery,
2,08.8.25
The special music next Sunday Holt, 1 f
installed
by Sister Kate Ellis of me to copy it, knowing that it would Knox county hatchery,
1,574.41
evening wili consist of a piano se Huntoon, c
c Loring
General Supt. of hatcheries’ sal
lection by Miss Bates, a solo by Barker, r b
I f Capt. Marston Fairfield, assisted by Brother Rob make most interesting reading for t
ary,
770.0®
r f Wentzel ert McLeary and wife, Brother Dana Main© Woods:
Miss Estelle Barker and a, duet by Kinney, lb
Cash Receipts fo r 1911.
General Supt. of Hatcheries’ ex
Misses Edith Hunter and Mildred
Score: P. H. S.( 36; L. F. H. S., 27. Knowlton and wife of Farmington
Mrs. Ellis is a fine speak Fines received,
$ 3,348.13 pense,
704.68Mahoney.
Rehearsal at 6.30.
Goals from floor, Toothaker, 9; Mars Grange.
2,042.00 Costs and legal expenses,
45.25
Rev. M. S. Hutchins will soon ton, 9; Noble, 2; Huntoon, 2; Barker. er and the work was very impressive Resident guides’ licenses,
Posting and publishing j otices, 211.24
commence a series of stereopticon 2; Loring, 2; Kinney, Holt.
Goals ly carried out: Master G. E. Collins; Non-resident guide’s licenses
overseer, D. T. Williams; lecturer,
580.00 Miscellaneous fish expense,
166.95
lectures at the Union church, Sun from fouls, Marston, 5; Toothaker, 2.
day evenings.
Bounty on bears, Franklin coun
Referee and Umpire, Cobb and Gold Grace W. Rollins; steward, Charles Hunters’ and Trappers’ Licenses,
2,330.00
ty,
25.0®
Th© mare owned by W. B. Hoyt is smith, alternating. Timers, Keyes and A. Pinkham; assistant steward, F.
690.00 Bounty on bears, Oxford county,
Time, 20 minute periods O. Brown; chaplain, E. W. Rollins; Camp proprietors’ licenses
very sick with a cold and paralytic Atkins.
treasurer, A. E. Knowles; secretary, County dealers in skins licenses,
trouble.
Veterinary E. E. Russell Scorer, Holt.
20. 0*
410.00 Bounty on bears, Washington and
R. F. H .‘S., 35; P. H. S., 26.
i C. Arthur Pinkham; gate keeper, E.
•f Farmington was called.
The
Phillips started in the game with a C. Butterfield; Ceres, Belle K. Col State dealers in skins licenses, 240.00
Hancock counties,
695.0®
mare has been driven on the mail
Bounty on bobcats.,
886.0®
and express team and is one of the rush, scored the first basket and it ling Pomona, Gladys E. Williams; Non-resident and unnaturalized
best mares in every respect in looked for awhile as if they would win, Flora, Julia E. Rollins; lady assist
Paid resolve in favor of...O M.
foreign born dealers in skins
as they kept ahead until the first half ant steward, Bertha E. Brown.
town.
licenses,
90.00
Davis,
20.0®
A fine lunch of sandwiches, cake Marketmen,
Heavy snows and zero weather was nearly over. Their passing was a
112.00 Printing and binding annual re
port,
250.0®
have been the order' of the day in little better than their opponents and coffee was furnished by the Commissioners to take birds, their
The next meeting will be
this section for the’ past week, the tnroughout the game, but the Rumford sisters.
nests and eggs,
*
10.00
thermometer dropping below 30 sev team, being on their own floor, were held Saturday evening, Jan. 27, the Taxidermists’ licenses,
90.00
$73,573.25
able to shoot baskets better. The chairs to be filled and entertainment Bird hunting licenses,
eral mornings.
2,964.50
A Christmas Present club has score at the end of the first half was furnished by the members of Temple Game hunting licenses,
28,366.20 Unexpended balance, bounty on
Grange.
been formed with the following ladies R. F. H. S., 14; P. H. S., 12.
Hunting licenses exchanged,
885.16
hears, Franklin county
$175.0®
Next Friday evening, Jan. 19, the
In the last half Rumford gradually
as members: Mrs. H. W. True, Mrs.
Unnaturalized foreign born resi
Unexpended
balance,
bounty
on
D. F. Field, Mrs. N. H. Harnden, drew ahead until, it became evident Grange will hold a Parcel Post Box
dent hunting licenses,
209.50
bears, Oxford county,
80.0®
social,
every
lady
to
bring
a
box
con
Mrs. H. B. Austin, Mrs. H. H. ¡Field, that the lead was too big for the Phil
Transportation tag»,
1,063
Unexpended
balance,
bounty
on
All are
Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mrs. C. F. Chand lips boys to overcome. During this taining a lunch for two.
Miscellaneous receipts,
851.10
bears, Washington pnd Hancock
Proceeds to help defray
ler, Mrs. J. W. Brackett.
The half several of the Rumford players invited.
counties,
750.0®
object is for each member to make were a little inclined to rough it, but expenses of procuring the Parcel
Credit
Unexpended balance, bounty on
Post
measure.
Those
attending
one article a month to be passed to the officials kept them well in hand.
By amounts paid to treasurer,
bobcats,
234.0®
the secretary, she to have them in The poor condition of several of the the state Grange from this vicinity
$44,281.85 Unexpended balance on Commis
were
H.
E.
Hodgkins
and
wife,
C.
her keeping until December, when Phillips boys began to show itself in
sioner’s salary,
97.86
sthe will pass them back to each this half, especially in - Toothaker, A. Pinkham and wife, Dana Knowl
Am ount to expend In 1911.
ton
and
wife.
All
report
a
fine
member.
The penalty for not fin whose knee, which he hurt the night
$76,438.26
Balance from 1910 aocount, $ 521.51
ishing an article every month will before, was so lame that he couldn’ t time aqd think Lewiston the banner Fine® and licenses collected in
bills
until
Balance
to
pay
1911
be 50 cents.
The first meeting was walk without limping. This seriously town for such meetings.
6,391.3®
July 1st, 1912,
1910 to he expended In 1911,
affected
the
team
work
of
Phillips.
held with Mr®. H. H. Field
last
48,326.90
The game was played in the fine hall
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. H. W.
Appropriation for fish and game,
$82,829.56
True was chosen president and of the Mechanics Institute and a very
26,668.1
Mrs. H. H. Field, secretary.
The large crowd was in attendance. The
Appropriation for bounty on bears,
We have been having ‘‘weather’ *
East New. Portland, Jan. 16, 1912.
hostess
served
delicious refresh Phillips boys were entertained at the
Franklin
county,
200.00
in
the Kennebec valley the past,
F.
G.
Emery
has
finished
pressing
ments in the dining room.
The homes of members of the High School, hay.
week.
First here was an old-fash
Appropriation for bounty on bear,
and
all
the
boys
pronounced
Rumford
meetings hereafter will be held on
Oxford county,
100.00 ioned snow storm, about 18 inches of
Rev. L. Hutchins is gaining slow
the
best
town
they
ever
played
in.
alternate Tuesdays.
Mrs. H.
B.
snow fell; then the weather
men
ly; he is able to be around his Appropriation for bounty on heaps,
Austin will entertain the club next The Rumford team come to Phillips room.
rushed from the western coast and
Washington and Hancock coun
later
for
a
return
game
and
if
the
Phil
Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 23.
ties,
1,445.00 sent the mercury down to from 30
School at this place closed Friday
lips team wins this game, doubtless a
to 40 below zero.
The consequence
Appropriation for bounty on bob
third game will be arranged between last.
cats,
1,120.00 is, the price of furs has gone uj>
Earle Walton was a caller at Sal
the two.
and a red nos© only means that
Appropriation for printing and
P. H. S.
R. F. H. S. em recently.
Eustis, Me., Jan, 15, 1912.
binding annual reports,
250.00 Jack Frost gave it a nip, and swol
Wilson Burns has hired the saw
Noble, r f
l b Andrews
Mrs. C. S. Sprague has returned Capt. Toothaker, I f
len ears tell the same story, for
r b Dyer mill of Baileys and will do custom Appropriation for salary of chair
home from the hospital at Portland. Huntoon, c
many got frost bitten.
man and one associate com 
c Thomas work.
Mrs. Warren Dyer has returned Barker, r b
missioner,
3,000.00
Lee Holbrook and Delmor© Adams
I f Capt. Poulin
from Flagstaff, where she has been Kinney, l b
I have always said I was proud to
have been ill with severe colds the Appropriation for salary of clerk,
r f Richardson
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
1, 000.00 be a “ Maineack,” and claim that
Score: R. F. H. S., 35; P. II. S., 26. past week.
Charles Ricker.
the most noble sons of our land
Mr. E. Dyer is gradually failing.
' ppropriation for O. M. Davis, 20.
Goals from floor, Richardson, 8; Noble,
Miss Beatrice Price ia working for 5; Poulin, 5; Toothaker, 4; Thomas, 4;
were born in the good old state o f
The basket ball game Saturday Rebate freight on pipe for En
Mrs. C. S. Sprague.
Barker, Kinney.
Goals from fouls, evening between North New Portland
field fish hatchery,
178.05 Maine, and I am very proud to claim
Miss Olive Taylor has returned to Toothaker, 4; Poulin.
the little village of Phillips among
Referee and and Madison teams was won by N.
her school at Sherbrooke, Quebec.
$82,829.56
Umpire, Damon and Goldsmith alter- N. P. H. S.
Score 68 to 4.
(Continued on page 5.)
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MOUNTAIN VIEW

(Continued from pag-_ 4.)
A unique place to call when in Range
the hills of Maine as the birthplace
ley
is at the workshop of E. L. Haley
of many a distinguished citizen.
on
Lake
street. One will always find
FO R S A L E .
This afternoon I have had a most
a
cordial
welcome there and a most inFOR SALE—-38 caliber Winchester pleasant hour in the office ot Adju_ ! teresting person to talk to as well as
tant
General
Elliott
C.
Dill,
a
Phil
repeating rifle, as good
as new
many beautiful motor beats to inspect.
Inquire of R. H. Preble, Phillips, Me lips boy, whom I have known since i Your reporter called on Mr. Haley
childhood.
and found he and his efficient assistant,
“ Elliott,” now “ General/
lias i
FOR SALE— $20.00 Edison phono
Arthur Nelson, busy at work on a
graph for sale cheap.
Inquire at one of the finest offices in tht State j
motor boat that, when complete, will Grand Trunk Advertising Agent Charlton and Taxider
Maine Woods office.
House, as he is one of the leading
be a curiosity. It is known as the
state officials, in fact, only the Gov-1
mist Nash Make Visit Here.
No Ice Cracks
“ Water B u g," and the idea of it was
BOILER,
TEN HORSE POWEI
with smoke stack—$50 Need thi ernor himself takes pret" •’once, an d j discovered by a man, who having noth
Under the Feet of Co bum’s Pacer.
room. J. W. Brackett Co., Phillip» a more noble looking soldier can- \ing better to do on a certain hot after
Maine.
not be found.
noon in July, sat on the bank of a
I learned during my stay that stream and idly watched the erratic
FOR SALE— Apples, 50^ a barrell,
Mt. View, Jan. 6, 1912.
should our State Guard be called to movements of a water bug. It is flatFI. R. Charlton of Montreal, one of
without barrel at my house.
The thermometer has been droppin th© advertising agents, of the Grand
duty, everything is so systematized in bottomed and built on the general lines
Georgine Y. Wilbur.
his department that in less than five of a water bug. having only a slight rise for about a week but reached its Trunk railroad was here a few
FOR SALE— Green beach, birch and hours the necessary equipment could at the keel. Mr. Haley told me that it lowest point Sunday when it went days last week, getting ideas and
maple wood, sixteen inches long, de he loaded on the train. Who does was built simply for speed and not for down to 30 below zero, tbe coldest plans of camps, as the Grand Trunk
livered at Kingfield and Farmington. not feel proud even in thi? land a pieasure boat.
railroad officials are contemplating
it has been this winter.
J. Willis Jordan.
of peace to know he is thus
Capt. F. C. Barker was a guest something of the kind in the Canad
In storage now there are 23 motor
guarded, and all honor to our “ sol boats of all descriptions, conspicuous here Tuesday night.'
Mr. Charlton was
The Captain ian North West.
HANDSOME thoroughbred,
pointer dier boys?”
among them being the “ Harriet,” a has his ice houses at Bemis and accompanied by J. Waldo Na^h of
dog, l year old, Ten Strike’s Jingo.
The General’s home is now
in beautiful boat painted in shades of The Birches filled and is now at Norway, Maine’s leading taxidermist;
Will sell or take poultry in exchange. Hallowell and he is the nroud father
brown and with a brown leather canopy work on the one at The Barker and also taxidermist for the Grand Trunk
Write for full information.
Howard of four as fine lads— the oldest 8
They visited the camps
says that when through he will start railroad.
top.
Lambert, 32 Mt. Dustin Ave., Haver years of age—as President Roose
Mr. Haley will also build several for a warmer climate.
at Haines Landing, The Barker and
hill, Mass.
more new motor boats for the next
velt ever shook hands with.
Warden Ed Lowell was in Rumford Mountain View.
season, and he showed me some blue
We also spent a half hour in the prints of two which he will start at last week at work on the case c
George Church took ? 200 fingerling
FOR SALE— 90 acres land with set
of buildings situated in Phillips office of the State Bank Examiner, work on at once. One will be 20 feet the cow moose killed in Houlton this trout to the foot of Saddleback moun
and the other 25 feet long. Both fall. 'There have been three ar tain one day last week.
Will sell buildings and what land and had a delightful chat with the long,
will be nice, speedy boats for pleasure
assistant
Bank
Examiner,
W.
G.
John Russell of Rangeley took them
anyone wants. 30 acres timberland;
riding. Mr. Haley is also repairing, rests made and. the trial is set for
from ther© to Saddleback pond with
fine view;
excellent water; good Ellis, a fiequcnt ’ n itor to the repainting and generally overhauling Monday or Tuesday of this week.
For all the thermometer has been a single horse and puag as it was
orchard; situated between two rivers Rangeley region and whose friends all of his motor boats, putting every
thing in good shape for the coming running low for the past week, there impossible to get any nearer with a
which come together in this place; throughout the state are legion.
season.
are still weak places in the lakes, double team.
excellent summer home. Apply tc
On© day during the past week I
John Lesie, who is cutting birch for
as E. F. Coburn, proprietor of LakeGeorge G.' Batchelder, Phillips, Me.
was a guest at headquarters at the
wood at Middle Dam, who drove over Cummings’ mill at B?mis had the
A Christmas Present was mad© me Nstional Homo at Togus.
both lakes last week reported, saying misfortune to drown a pair of horse®
Most pleasantly did 1 spend an
For the spring term of nine weeks that it would crack and sag every while crossing the lower end of the
•jf a fin© player-piano and I will
sell my other piano, which has had lvur with my old. friend Gen’l. John the numbqr of scholars was 15, with an oroe in a while, but he had his lake with a load of birch.
little use and is exactly as good as T Richards, Governor of the Home. average attendance of 13.7. Those not pacer and said ho came across so
.There were 11 inches of ice a >.
nt^v, at your own figure.
Chance Time has dealt most kindly with absent were Carl Jlinkley, Estelle fast th© ice did not have time to th© time, but on driving along be
of a lifetime to own a first-class my friend and sitting there in the Hinkley, Irvin Hinkley. Verne Hunting- break before be was ever it.
Mr. side a big crack, a piece broke off.
piano for a little money.
First of of! ice, we talked fish and game, of ton, Leo Kenniston and Bertha Moody. Coburn has a lumbering contract nea The driver jumped, saving himself,
fer takes it.
Address at once. Box the changes that have come and Absent one day, Arthur Hinkley; one his place this winter and was in but the horses, sled and load went um
those that should be made in our and one-half days, Clarence Hunting871, Farmington Me.
The
Rangeley buying hay for his hors der in about 40 feet of water.
exu ton; two days, Carroll Huntington—
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- | Main© laws in order to protect
sled has since been recovered and
es.
He
spent
Friday
night
at
Moun
FOR SALE—Th© unusually staunch game and increase th© fishing.
There were only four instances of
tain View, returning borne Saturday th© horses taken out, thus saving the
and ab’e steam yacht, “Wa-Ws” of
Everyone agrees that it is only tardiness. On the last afternoon a
in a high wind with the thermometer harnesses, but the horses were lost,
about 22 H. P.
The U. S. r-ovorn- dollars needed to stock our waters pleasing program was carried out, 21
registering 19 below zero,
, and they were the best pair he had.
®ent inspection of 1911 showed her with trout, salmon, and other game parents and friends being pr sent. Ice
to be in first class condition
May fish, and place Main© at the bead cream and cake were served.
Make Right Use o t Money.
Maine
It
pays to advertise in
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up of the list for th« fishermen.
The fall and winter term of 20 weeks
Money is sublime or ridiculous, ac Wood«.
per Dam, Maine.
Price w J!
be
Our able Fisih and Game Commis closed January 5. The attendance for
»easonabl© to a quick purchaser. Ap sioners are more anxious that this the fall term was lowered by mumps in cording to the man who has it.
the school. Those not absent for the
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke shall be done than anyone.
Farm, T'lree Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer
It is the deer and moose that must winter term of ten weeks were Carl
Iand Ervin Hinkley, absent one day,
D. Poor, at camp.
be protected.
----------------- -------------. .
. — i General Richards has i long time ! Verne Huntington. Average number
advocated a resident nunting license, |°f scholars for three terms., 15.3; averW ANTED.
age attendance, 13.2.
with. a nominal fee, as this is
( B
e
f ó
t e
/
On the afternoon of Nov. 29 a short
only way th© exact number of deer
Thanksgiving
program
was
carried
out.
WANTED— Girl foi general house killed in any one year can be ascer
Figures are facts, you know Miss Voter was delightfully surprised
work. Georgine V. Wilnu\ Phillips, tained.
General Richards also advocates a by receiving a beautiful vase and berry
Maire.
j close time on doe deer ancl a limit dish from her pupils. Each pupil re
WANTED—All round cook at Stod j of one buck deer to one person in ceived a pretty souvenir with photo
dard Huse.
Good pay and steady 1one season.
If this was the law, graph of the teacher. On the evening
work for right oneE. W. Milliken, people would be more cautious in of December 21, Miss Voter entertained
her scholars and friends at her board
Farmington, Me.
shooting at moving objects, and many
ing place. About 30 were present.
lives, no doubt, would be saved; then
WANTED—A dog that will tree part
The evening was spent in games, music
too, the open season on deer could
and pleasing recitations by several of
ridges. Mu&t he first class. Address
begin on Sept. 15th, thus giving the
with particulars and price.
C. W.
the scholars and others present. Re
sportsmen a chance f:>r September
freshments were served.
Whitney, Troy, N. H.
fishing and hunting combined.
I have been surprised as I have
WANTED—A young man, single perB IR T H S .
Please Read These T w o Letters.
ferred, as partner.
Take half inter met the sportsmen, not only at the
Phillips Jan. 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
The following letter from Mrs. Orville Rock will prove how unwise
est in a store in the Maine woods. State House but at different places, R. H. Preble, a daughter.
it is for women to submit to the dangers of a surgical operation when it
Store supplies, fancy groceries, sup during the past two weeks, to have
Farmington Falls, Jan. 6, to Mr.
maybe avoided by taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
plies for cottagers and campers, furit nearly every one make a remark like and Mrs. Edwin Davis, a son.
She was four weeks in the hospital and came home suffering
and confectionery, Indian novelties, the following:
worse than before. Then after all that suffering Lydia E. Pink“
Fly
Rod,
why
are
you
not
advo
mounted heads and souvenirs. PostM A R R IA G E S .
ham’s Vegetable Compound restored her health,
cating
a
resident
hunting
license?’
office and public telephone; only
Bean’s Corner, Dec. 23, by Rev.
H ER E IS H ER OW N STATEMENT«
store in the place.
Man must be The time has come when Maine L. S Williams, Maurice Foster of
Paw Paw, Mich.—“ Two years ago I suffered
should
know
how
many
deer
are
strictly temperate and be able to
Jay and Miss Ola Hall of Chestervery severely with a displacement — I could not
invest not less than $2,000.
Ad killed annually.”
ville.
he on my feet' for a long time. My physician
Another thing that surprises me, is
dress D. F. E., Maine Woods office,
Strong, Jan. 10, by Rev. W. P.
treated me for several months without much re
the fact that I have failed to meet a Holman, Burchard A. Tainter
for further information.
of
lief, and at last sent me to Ann Arbor for an op
sportsman or a resident of our state Lewiston and Miss Lila R. Allen of
eration. I was there four weeks and came home
who has opposed th© proposition.
Strong.
suffering worse than before. My mother advised
TO LET.
Flv Rod.
me to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound, and I did. To-day I am well and strong
DEATHS.
SEVERAL COTTAGES east shore m
and do all my own housework. I owe my health
Androscoggin Lake, nicely furnlshef C O M 'R .
Farmington, Jan. 13, Mr®, Mary
HOOT
V IL E S
SHO O TS
everything clean and first clas»
to Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
Evie Adams, aged 63 years.
OW L.
Springs, mattresses, feather pillow»
advise
every woman who is afflicted with any
Eas
Wilton, Jan.
13, James
bedding, dishes complete. Fireplace»
female complaint to try it.”— Mrs. O r v i l l e R o c k ,
piazzas, shady groves, pure sprin*
Wright,
aged
about
60
years.
Blaine S. Viles of Augusta, member
R. R. No. 5, Paw Paw, Mich.
water, vegetable garden, ice anc
Kingfield, Jan. 12, Mrs. Anna B.
boats furnished. (Milk, butter, egg» of the board of state fish and game
“
THERE
NEVER W A S A WORSE CASE.»*
nearby).
Excellent fishing. Bas» commissioners, shot a fine large hoot Hewey, aged 63 years, 4 mos.
Roekport,
Ind.—“
There
never was a worse case of women’s ills
Temple, Jan. 10, Mrs. Lizzi© E.
pickerel, perch. Convenient to R owl recently at Cross Hill, while in that
than mine, and I cannot begin to tell you what I suffered. For over
R. P. O. telephone, two mails daily vicinity, looking over some timber lots. Hodgkin® aged 33 years, 7 mos. 9
two years I was not able to do anything. I was in bed for a month
F cr full particulars write, C. D. Lin
Mr. Viles presented the owl to E. C. days.
and the doctor said nothing but an operation would cure me. My
coin, Wayne. Maine.
Abbie
Augusta, Jan. 8, Mrs. M.
Knowlton, who is getting a collection
father suggested Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound; so to
Eaton-Perry, aged 49 year® 9 mos.
please him I took it, and I improved wonderfully, so I am able to
FOR RENT—At Rangeley lake, sum of these birds.
1 day.
mer cottage of ninejooms, completeBangor, Jan. 8, Mrs. Hattie, widow
lv furnished. Spring and aqueduct
G o o d S ig n o f t h e T im e s .
submitting to an operation.
of
Dr . Hiram C. Vaughan, aged
water.
Garage.
For particulars
The determination of the masses of
—Mrs. M a r g a r e t M e r e d i t h , R. F . D . No. 3, Roekport, Ind.
about
66
years.
apply to Mrs. Arthur B. Gilman Brad tbe people to better their conditions is
W e will pay a handsome reward to any person who will prove to us
Wilton, Jan. 9, Ralph Pitman, son
ford, Mass.
one of the most healthy signs the
that these letters are not genuine and truthful—or that either of these
of Rev. and Mrs. W. H.
Palmer,
country can have.
women were paid in any way for their testimonials, or that the orig
i aged 3 mos,
LOST.
inal letter from each did not come to ns entirely unsolicited.
Monmouth, Jan. 11, Mrs. Sae L.
T H E D AN G ER OF LA G RIPPE
F o r 3 0 yea rs L y d ia E. P in k h a m ’ s V e g e ta b le
L O ST—¿Two sheep from Goff hill pas Is its fatal ten den cy to pneumonia. Eaton Bowen of Chebeagu© Island,
C om p ou n d has b e e n the sta n d a rd rem e d y f o r fe 
T o cure your la grip pe cou ghs
take
ture.
Suitable reward will be giv Folev’ s H oney and T a r Com pound. It. Rrmerly of Strong.
m a le ills. N o o n e sick w ith w o m a n ’ s a ilm en ts
E. Fisher, W a s h i n g t o n , K as., says: T
New Sharon, Jan. 13, Lydia F.,
does ju s tic e to h erself w h o w ill n o t try this fa 
en.
E. J. Ross, Phillips, Me.
was troubled w ith a severe attack of
m ou s m e d icin e , m a de fr o m ro o ts and herbs, it
84
la grippe that th reaten ed pneumonia. r if© of Lewis B. Griffin, aged
has re s to re d so m a n y s u ffe r in g W om en to health.
A friend advised F o le y ’ s H oney
and
A POCKET BOOK containing money. Tar
Compound and I got relief after y©arr io mos. 24 day®.
»W rite to LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
I took
Owner can have same by proving taking the first fe w doses.
Dead River, Jan. 1, Mrs. Flora C.,
three bottles and m y la grippe was
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., f o r a dvice.
property and paying for this ad. W. cu
red.”
Get th e genuine, in the yel wife of Elmer A. Sampson aged 46
Y o u r le tte r w ill he op ened, rea d a n d a n sw ered
low package.
W . A. D. Cragin, Phil years.
T. Hinds.
l>y a w o m a n and held in strict c o n fid e n ce .
- iydt a ettnkh'
lips, Maine
O n« c e n t a w o rd in ad vance. No head
lin e o r o th e r d is p la y . S ub jects In a. b.
e. o rd e r.

Capt. F. C. Barker To Strike For a Warmer
Climate.

Warden Lowell On Moose Case.
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Twenty Bore

THE WONDER WORKING BEAVER
The following story and cut is
loaned, us by “ Our Dumb Animals,”
and is by Robert B. Rockwell
of
Denver, Colorado, who is one of the
associate editors of The Condor, a
member of the Ooo>per Crnithologic
al club, is one of the most success
ful photographers and writers on bird
and animal subjects in the Wesit.
He is a frequent contributor to The
Condor and a recognized authority
upon the birds of Colorado.
The nearest approach to human in
genuity among the creatures of fur
and feather is undoubtedly exhibited
by the beaver.
Thisi wonderful ani
mal, closely resembling the common
muskrat in general appearance but

per sides of the dams are plastered,
seems little short of impossible to
the reader who has not seen this
wonderful work.
In regions where beavers are es
pecially abundant, the topography of
entire valleys is sometimes changed
by the construction of numerous
dams, the consequent backing up of
the water and the depositing of the
sediment brought down into the still
water by the rushing torrent.
The beavers not only cut down
trees for the purpose of making
dams, but they also use the smaller
upper branches as a storage supply
of food for winter u^e.
These
branches, from two to four inches in

PARKER
GUNS

ty, Colorado, which was just six feet
from bottom to top, and impounded in
a body of water siix feet or more in
depth and covering an area of sev
eral acres
This dam was perfect
in construction. It was composed en
tirely of willow bushes as no large
timber grows in this vicinity.
In a beautiful dam not far from
Denver, Colorado, I succeeded
in
photographing a typical “ beaver’si
house.”
This house was over ten
feet in height above the water, which
was about four feet deep at this
point.
The structure was thirty or
forty loot in diameter and undoubt
edly sheltered a large number of
Leavers.

Having made a specialty for many
years in building 20 gauge guns, we
are in position to confidently recom
mend their use to such sportsmen as
desire to diminish the weight of their
guns and ammunition, and thereby
increase their comfort and pleasure
in any kind of upland shooting.
We make these highly serviceable
little guns in all grades with or with
out ejectors.
For further particulars, write to

PARKER BROS.
Meriden, Conn.
N. Ï . Salesrooms,
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Two Whoops Better Than One.

DAM

BUILT BY BEAVER IN MESA COUNTY,

several times as large and with a tail
flattened horizontally instead of vert
ically, is found throughout the moun
tainous western states.
Here in the
vast solitude he plies ois busy trade,
cutting trees, of all sizes with his
marvelously sharp chisel-like teeth,
building ’ ams across ¡dreams and
erecting great “ houses” of tree
trunks and branches, in the interior
of which he lives in cozv warmth
during the sever© winter.
The re
markable intelligence displayed by
the animals in felling the trees in
convenient locations and dragging
them into proper position, and the
wonderful manner in which the upSECURE
IN

DEER
AT
TH E FALL

diameter, axe cut into jengths of two
or three feet and then by wonderful
engineering ability are carried be
neath the water and into the beavers’
houses or the burrows, with which
the bank of every beaver’s dam is
honeycombed. Here they are care
fully stored.
The green bark is
the staolft article of food throughout
the winter.
In springtime hundreds
of these sticks, cleanly denuded of
the bark, may be found floating down
stream or caught against the banks
of the dam.
The dams are of varying height an
length, according to the particular lo
cation. I found a dam in Mesc coun-

L E X IN G T O N
HUNT.

D O N ’T F O R G E T .

New Sharon, Jan. 12, 1912.
Whenever you writ© to one of our
Tp the Editor of Main© Woods:
Frank M. Lamkin of East Wilton advertisers, don’t forget to mention
and Harry Lamkin of New Sharon
It is important to
had a week’s hunting at Lexington >Main© Woods.
the past fall, where they stopped wit !
you to do so; important to us and
Bert Dexter.
On account of the crust it was the advertiser naturally wants to
very poor hunting and they
only j
brought back one buck deer,
but I know where you found his name.
Mr. Dexter can always take his peo Tell him and thus do a good turn
ple where they can see plenty of
for all concerned.
deer.
Two years we got three deer in
one day and saw several others1. Mr.
Frank Lamkin always thinking he
was a crack shot with a rifle, has
changed his mind, having had a shot
at four deer and never hit them.
They did not seem to care for him.
He thinks now he will have an auto
matic rifle next vear.
Next year I think I shall go hunt
ing when the ground is bar© and
Lexington will be the hunting ground
as I think it is all right. One can
always find plenty of deer to be
hunted, and Mr. Dexter is surely as
good a man to get you where they
are as anyone, as he always knows
where they are to be found.
H. A. L.

Warren

St.

upon a member of the crew. He ex
plained the precautions he was taking
and his belief that several of the larg
est and most formidable animals in the
neighborhood had been trailing him.
“ This whooping business is all right,”
commented the woodsman, “ but some
of the boys are awful careless and take
big chances. If I were you I ’d be on
the safe side and give two whoops in
stead of one.” The man from the city
expressed his thanks for the friendly
tip and, when last heard from he was
plodding along the road, stopping every
hundred yards or so and letting out two
of the finest whoops which ever kept an
angry bear at bay.

The best bear story of the year
comes from a Great Northern Paper
Company lumber camp near Pittston
Farm. A smart Philadelphia sports
man is the victim—deserving through
attempts to “ jolly” the poor, unsophis
ticated woodsmen. It was his misfor
tune that several of the men in this
camp were more familiar with civilized
sections of the country than the sports
man could consider possible, though it
must be confessed that they led him on
n his stories of freak buildings, trolley
car power and automobiles which break
COLORADO.
500-mile records if the spring be wound
H U N T IN G C R E W S A T A U G U S T A .
up rightly.
His vacation finished and when about i
Anotuer picture shows s giant
One of Blame S. Viles’ brown-taal
cottonwr.cd tree that was cut down to start for home, beginning with an
eight-mile walk through the woods to j moth hunting crews ,& wciking on
by the beavers at the edge of this the nearest settlement, wondrous tales ‘ Eastern avenue and the men report
dam.
The top o f the tree fell into of the fierceness of bears claimed the i the insects to be very thick in that
the water where it was promptly cut interest of the lumbermen. The sports- j locality, having found nests in almost
In one
up by the beavers to furnish their man tried to secure a gun, but none was every tree on that street.
winter’s supply o f food.
This tree to be had. Half a hour before h is; tree the moth hunters found over
Other crews
was nineteen inches in diameter in starting time a dishevelled woodsman ; five pecks of nests.
burst into the camp with an incoherent that are working in various sections
side the bark.
story of being chased by a fierce mon of the city report the nests to be very
The beavers’ fur is very valuable
ster.
numerous.
for commercial purposes and for
lie declared that the first sight of the ;
many years this interesting animal
animal had startled him so that his G R E A T
SPORT
AT
PO LAND
was threatened with destruction on
“ whoops was choked” and he had to run
S P R IN G S , S K A T IN G .
this account but thanks to wise leg
for his life. Then, for the edification
islative, protection they are now fully of the city man, who, by the way, was
There’s fun alive this winter at
protected and are rapidly increasing about to postpone his ceparture, it was
Poland Spring (Mansion House) with
explained that loud whoops at intervals out-door ice skating.
A field has
A T T R A C T IV E
ISSU E
OF
‘OUR would frighten any bear away. His been converted into a skating pond,
j relief was apparent and after a cautious flooded when necessary from a hy
D U M B A N IM A L S .”
i survey of the surrounding country and drant; set about with trees for a
preliminary practice under the instruc wind-brake, amid which electric lights
Ti e publishers c£ “ Our Dumb Ani tion of the woodsmen that he might i gleam.
It is the prooer thing to
mals” have issued a most attractive secure the necessary pitch to make the |skate.
Everybody skates—or tries
The Mansion House had
number for January.
It has heavy wjioop efficacious, he started boldly to skate.
away.
j ninetv guests over Sunday.
cover in four colors, coatea stock,
Two of the woodsmen followed just
new monotype and many other im out of his sight. His whoops came
Y o u t h f u l B e n e fa c tio n .
provements.
Having had a contin with commendable volume, frequency
A little boy came home with his fist
uous existence for nearly 4 years, and determination—an extra one, ex- j full of ’ hose small choke cherries and
tra loud and sharp, being the answer to Ja pucker at his stained mouth. “ Give
“ Our Dumb Animals,” though never
the rustlings and “ growlings” from j those cherries to my baby sister,” h «
self-sustaining, has now taken a rad the hidden distance. Some two miles i
said to his mother; “ they’re no cherical forward step.
along the road the Philadelphian came j ries for a boy like me ”

Mr.Fur Dealer:-

Do you realize that
thousands o f dollars’ worth
o f furs are captured in the
State o f Maine every year?
Do you want to buy a part
o f these furs? Then adver
tise in the MAINE WOODS.
It reaches every hunter,
guide and trapper in Maine.

C ou rtsh ip.

Courtship after marriage preserves
the lover in the husband and th«
sweetheart in the wiie.

r

u

^

. s

W ANTED
Also

J . W. Brackett Co.,

HIDES, FELTS S WOOL

>p prices and Satisfactory
ins guaranteed. "e Beil
, and Tan all kinds of
It xlrs and Fin s for Hollos and
Coats. \\rite for our price lists.
K i n d s o f N t o « j T r a p s at

A l B E R T LEA HIDE & FUR CO .,

£32

M arket Street.

-

A l b e rt Lo o, M inn .

ë k

Phillips, Me.

This Photograph Shows One O f Many Fur Catches
Sold To Fur Dealers Who jddvertised
In The M A I N E W O O DS
Last Season.

M A IN E

THE

W O O DS,

M A IN E P E A C E S O C IE TY .

L

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , J A N U A R Y

FORM ER
F A R M IN G T J N
C IT IZ E N
W R IT E S FROM T A M P A ,
FLORIDA.

#bttuarp

18, 1012.

7

On No. 3, R 2,B. K. P., Jerusa
lem Township, the sum of $982.84,
a® follows, to wit:
Owners &

The Main** Peace society has is
sue'- the following circular:—■
Hyde Park, Tampa, Fla.,
D escription,
No. Acres
Yai.
Tax.
Maine, like other New England
Wm,
H.
Quigley,
Jan. 5, 1912.
states, will soon have a Peace so
Settler’ s Lot No.
»To the Editor of Maine Woods:
10,
163 $ 1,250 $ 25.00
ciety in active ooeration.
A meet
Please send me your paper and let Win. H. Quigley,
A B EL DASCO M B B U S S E L L .
ing to elect officer» ead to comple
nio know the amount
subscription
S ettler’s Lot No.
the organization temporarily made on
11,
53
55
1.06
and.
I
will
forward
the
amount.
Abel Dascomb Russell, son of Char
Nov. 28th will be held ir, Portland in
Wm.
H.
Quigley,
With the exception of three days
le® and Hannah Russe’ i, was born at
January.
S ettler’s L ot No.
this has been a very unusually warm
13,
112
13 7
2.74
Weld,
July
15,
1837.
He
attended
This association will be a branch of
winter, but today has been very Wm. H. Quigley,
tho historic American Peace society, Bloomfield academy et Skowhegan,
Grant Mill P rivi
much cooler and is acting as thoug
lege and Lot,
12
40
.80
of which Senator Theodore E. Burton and at the age of sixteen, when ready wq may get a slight frost tonight.
is president, and of which practically for college, on account of the death Can’t tell though, it o"ten acts that Frank J. D. Barnjum , Settler’ s Lot,
al1 the local societies of the United of his father, returned to Weld to help way and then does not come.
No. l,
i6o
640
12.80
carry
on
the
farm.
That
winter
he
Stat ■. will soon
bo constituent
Frank J. D. Barn
Regard® to all
began
to
teach
school,
ai
taught
83
ju m , Settler’ s Lot,
bodies.
Every state member will
L. A. Sm ith .
No. 2,
SO
6.40
320
become a member of the national so terms. Later he was identified with
Frank J. D. Barn
ciety by paying the annual member the schools by being a member of the
jum , Settler’ s Lot,
He
RO AD ASSESSMENTS.
No. 3,
70
5.60
280
ship fee of one dollar, and will re school board at Weld i’O" years.
-----------Frank J. D. Barn
ceive the Advocate of Peace, the went to Augusta winters to serve as j
jum , % Settler’s
STATE OF MAINE Franklin ss:
Journal of the peace movement, free. clerk for different commissions and
L ot No. 5,
ICO
3.32
41%
in 1886 became engrossing clerk in Court of County Commissioners. De- Frank
J. D. B arn
This monthly magazine edited by Dr. j
tlie secretary of state office, which cember term, A D. 1911.
jum , % Settler’s
Benjamin F. Truebiood, contains re
position he held till February 1911,
L ot
No.
6,
45
On the first day of the present
3.60
180
views of current events in the inter
when he resigned on account of poor term being the 26th day of Decem Frank J. D. Barn
national world, important addresse:
jum , Settler’ s L ot,
health.
Under Hon.. Nicholas Fes ber, A. D. 1911, we thf- subscribers,
No. 4,
74
296
5.92
mad on the peace movement, an
senden he served as d putv secretary County Commissioners for said Coun Frank J. D. B arn
news of the oeace societies.
It is for two years.
He had charge of ty or: Franklin, having by one or
jum , Settler’ s Lot,
like a bond o f union for all members. the Australian ballot from its incep
No. 7,
122
488
9.76
more of our board, 'n the month of
Tile peace movement, row re tion.
He was a raombe: of the September, A. D. 1911, made an an- Frank J. D. Barnjum , Settler’ s Lot,
cognized by educatois and statesmen
school board and trustee of
the ; nual inspection of all the county
No. 8,
264
5.28
as the greatest humanitarian cause Cony High school for twelve years, roads in the unincorporated town- Frank J. D. Barn- 66
of our hm e ia constructive in its H© was
jum , Settler’ s Lot,
a
member
o,.
the ships and tracts of land in said
methods.
It seeks to prevent war
No. 12,
368
7.36
9th Maine Volunteers, L ie Grange, the County of Franklin and having Frank J. D. Barn 92
an
<o secure international justice
G. A. R. and prominent in the Ma- thereupon made an estimate of the
jum , Settler’ s Lot,
through legislation adopted by the sonic circles, being a 32 degree M a -: amount needed to put them in reNo. 9,
37%
150
3.00
Hague Conferences, and by the sub son.
He wits also a member of the pair so as to be safe and conven- Great Northern P a 
per Co., 2 cotta g
mission oi international disputes to Methodist Episcopal church
and ient for public travel, Lave assessed
es and lots,
50
1.00
the Hague Court.
It encourages the served on the official hoard.
upon the following unincorporated Carrabasset Tim bernegotiation of arbitration treaties and
land Co.,
S. E.
He left one Sister, Mrs. George W . township® and tracts of land in said
promotes friendly intercourse among
quarter as divided
Wheeler, of Cambridge, Mass.
He County of Franklin, exclusive of waby S. J. Court, 6,060
10,000. 200.00
all nations.
It aims to improve the
is survived by a widow, who was El- ter and 1and reserved for public use, Carrabasset Tim berstandard of interna’loual morals, I
len York of Weld a son, D;. Maurice for the repair of the County roads
land Co., N. E.
and, so far as possible to conserve
quarter as divided
Russell of Providence, R. I. and a therein during the year A. D. 1912,
national resources for c vie uses.
b y S. J. Court, 4,380
10,000 200.00
daughter, Ethel Russell.
The fun- the following sum, to wit:
Carraba3sc'- Tim berAny person in Maine who desires j
eral services were conducted under
On the south half of No. 4, Range
land Co., N. W .
to have a part in this great move
Knight Templar auspice® by Com- 3, B. K. P., tbe sum of $624.00 as
quarter as divided
ment may do so by becoming a mem
by S. J. Court, 5,600
11,000 220.00
mander El wood Jones of Winthrop, follows, to wit
ber of the Maine Peace society. The
W alter Rogers, Set
Owners,
No.
Acres
Val.
Tax.
and Prelate H. E. Dunnack.
Mr.
35)
7.00
77
tler’s lo t No. 15,
membership fee of one dollar should
L. T. Hinds,
400 $ 1,690 $ 32.00
Dunnack, in speaking cf the deceased M. J. Stevens,
120
550
11.00 Eli,zabeth L. Huse,
he sent to James L. Tryon, Organiz
15
200
4.00
mill and land,
emphasized the fact that the late Mr. Joseph Fotter,
200
9G0
18.00
ing secretary, 31 Beacon St., Bos
20
200
4.00 M ark Gray, house
Russtell had been loyal to his country, F. C. Burrell,
ton, Mass., who will report upon all
2.00
and Jot,
100
4400
13,200 264.00
having been a veteran of the Civil A. Coburn heirs,
Stubbs,
memberships received un to the
Philbrick & Butler, 4800
14,40f,
288.00 Philip H.
war loyal to his home and loyal to O. & Allen Blan
300
6.00
hotel and lot,
time of the meeting for permanent
<&* Dead
hi® church.
chard,
80
35C
7.00 K ingfield
organization.
River R. R. Co.,
_____________ m _____
To be expended as ¿ollov/s, tr wit:
3.00
stations, etc.,
Will you not be one of the origin
150
repairing
the roads
leading George
W ood cock ,
al members of the Maine Peace so- j L A K E A U B U R N F IS H P R O T E C T IV E )111
through the same and F. C. B u rrell,
250
5.00
house and lot,
ciety?
A S S O C IA T IO N V O T E S FOR
C.
Record,
of No. 4, Range 3, is appointed W .
The following are the Oiganizingi
S O C IA L
IN E A R L Y
3.00
150
and lot,
1agent to superintendent the expendi- E.house
Committee : William De Witt Hyde, )
A . D avis,
saw
S P R IN G .
' ture thereof.
.20
1J
m ill ’ o*,
t
Gertrude P. Atwood, Hannah J. Bail
On No. 4 Range 2, B. E. P., the F. J. D. Barnjum,
ey, David N. Beach, Henry Blanchard^
H eight of Land
At the annual meeting of the Lake sum of $904.00 as follows, to wit:
F. E. Bootbby, Raymond Calkins,
8.00
4»D
Farm
200
No. A cres
Val.
Tax:.
Auburn First Protective association in Owners,
Nathan Clifford, Alice Mav Douglas,
2,000 $ 4,000 $ 80-00 Prouty & Miller, S.
the Auburn board of trade rooms, last Prouty & Miller,
W . quarter as di
Great N orthern P a 
Fred E. Eastman, Melvin P. Frank,
Thursday evening, it was voted to
vided by S. J.
per Co.,
19,760
40,000
800.00
R. H. Gardiner, Edwin Ginn, John
Court,
4,260
11,CO) 220.00
hold another social similar to that of Garrett
Schenek,
F. Hill, E. E. Holt, Timothy B Hus
E.
S Rogers, lot
part o f H eight o f
last year at the Lake Auburn Boat
No. 14,
139
350
7.00
sey, Charles F. Libby, Ella W. Lib Club hous*eLand Farm
200
1,20c
24.00
It will be callei in the
A. B. Martin, % lot
by, A. F. Moulton, Elizabeth Plum early spring.
To
be
expended
in
repairing
the
The committee in
5,
41%
10C
2.00
mer,
Edward C. Reynolds, Mary charge will be Ora Towle, Reuben roads therein, and F. C. Burrell of A. B. Martin, % lot
Perry Rich, L. M. N. Stevens Geo. Este® and Augustus Knight
No. 4, Range 3, is appointed agent
6,
45
10C
2.00
C. Wing, Charles M. Woodman, Ar
to superintend
the
expenditure
To
be
expended
on
the
roads
Officers were e le cts1 a® follows:
thereof.
thur C. Yeaton.
therein, as follows, to wit: $400 on
President, O. F. Holmes; secretary,
George E. Fogg, 95 Exchange St.,
the road from Kingfield line to No.
W. T. Grant; treasurer, D. E Parlin;
Portland, Me., Is the Organizing
4, R. 2 hne; and $582 81 on. tbe road
director®, Charles P. Chamberlain, O.
N O T IC E
Chairman.
leading from former site or Grant’s
F. Holmes, Al Wright, Reuben Estes,
Mill in raid No. 3, R. 2, B. K. P„
C. J. Garcelon, Augustus Knight, Jerry
We wish to secure numerous pho
Original “ Posters.”
to Somerset county line, and the
Murphy, Ora Towle and D. E. Parlin;
tographs and articles relating to hunt Dead River road from raid line to
P o s t e r s are so called b e ca u s e in
executive committee, 0. F. Holmes,
f o r m e r lim es the roads and footpaths
ing, fishing, trapping, camping and jdne of Highland Plan; ana George
of L o n d o n were separated by lines ol Charles P. Chamberlain, C. J. Garouting, also short stories
on the Woodcock of said plantation is ap
p o s t s on which announcements were celon and Jerry Murphy.
pointed agent to superintend the ex
The reports of all officer® were ac-- mine lines.
Send us in some.
p a sted
penditure thereof.
The Editors.
_ cepted.
On Washington Plantation
socalled being a part of No 4,
the
sum of $107.20 as foPows, to wit:

Shaw's Pneuma’ic

Smoker

P*

SMOKK OUT. In cold whither trappers
smoke out mere mink, "coon’’, skunk, etc., in
one day than they can trke in traps in a
month—b-tibe they yet prime furs worth the
most tt oney.
A 1*1 h K brir.ys Hluxtrafed guide It tells
how Giving tVe first time in print the trea
sured se<-re*s of the wisest old trapper in
this country, it’s worth dol'ar ,to you.
TRAPPER’S SUPPLY C O
HOX W.. OAK PATIK. TTA.

Owners,

If you have used William Tell Flour it
will be bread that is good as most cake—
cake that is a miracle of tender lightness—
pastry that melts in your mouth.
Our ow n s p e cia l p rocess,
latest im proved machinery, per
fect organization, selected Ohio
R ed W inter Wheat, makes Will
iam T ell the ideal flour.
It is also the m ost economi
c a l-m a k e s the m ost loaves
to the sacla

(14)

ivi V

s - i v í- i c.

innum u

♦

t-rn i-L -irs ,

ivic.

wit:
Val.
$ 250
530

10.00

2,200

44.00

1,400

28.00

250

5.00

100

2.00

20 '

4.00

200

4.00
.60

850

225
90
30

17.00

5*‘
15C
25C

200

.20
1.00
3.00
5.00
4.00

10

.20

500

10.00

10

5
J. K. York,
J. K. York,
John S. H arlow .

Tax.
? 5.00

25 »
30C

5.00

350

100

7.00
2.00

30
500
20C
10)

.60
10.00
4.00
2.00

6.00

To be expended on the main road
leading from Wold to Wilton, and
on the road loading =o tho Charles
Newell farm, and also part of the
J. K. York place, so-called, and F.
L. Wilder of Wilton is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure
th e re o t

*;.u

On the road leading over Dodge
Hill in said Perkins Plantation, the
sum of $156.30, as follows, to wit:
No. A cres
Owners,
J. S. Merchant,
230
James Merchant,
129
O. C Merchant,
75
Ohas. Cushman,
160
W illiam H errick,
32o
W.
C.
Cushman,
H atch farm,
130
C.
F.
Blanchard,
Mary J, Cushman
place,
160
C.
F.
Blanchard,
L o g House lo*,
86
C.
F.
Blanchard,
Skeetup place,
145
C.
F.
Blanchard,
Locklin Hill pas
ture,
380
C.
F.
Blanchard«
L ocklin place,
40
C.
F.
Blanchard,
G ilbert Miller lot, 120
C.
F.
Blanchard,
Miller & Perkins
land,
80
C.
F.
Blanchard,
Harrison Merchant
place,
80
C.
F.
Blanchard,
H enry
Holman
land,
70
C.
F.
Blanchard,
and Samuel M c
Laughlin, Crocker
farm ,
160
Gates & Harlow,
30
H enry Holman,
60
N. S. Stowell,
lot
6, R. 6,
160
H. L. Tobin, H ol
man land,
25
Fred Crane, hom e- .
stead farm ,
130
Berlin Mills Co.,
35
C.
F.
Blanchard
school lot,
160

Val.

Tax.

$1,00 >

$ 20.00

329
25)
60.;
1,403

6.40
5.00
12.00
28.00

290

6.00

250

5.00

100

2.00

200

4.00

300

6.00

80

1.60

240

4.80

160

3.20

300

6.00

200

4.00

320
100
150

6.40
2.00

400

8.00

7b

1.50

600
150

12.00
3.00

320

6.40

3:00

To be expended on ihe roads over
Dodge Hill, and F. L. Wilder of said,
plantation is appointed agent to su
perintend the expenditure thereof.
On the west hailf of No. 6 planta
tion north of Weld and between
Tax. Phillips and Byron, the sum of $550,Val.
$700 $14.00 00, as follows, to wit:

50

75

40

15 »

117
30
15

37b
100
30

50

200

80

150

169
120
140
156
2b
30
50
35
35

500
300
300
3C0
50
ICO
250
10«
50

Owners &
1.50 D escription,
No. A cres
Berlin
Mills
Co.
3.00
First four tiers of
lots on South side
7.50
o f said W est H alf
2.00
o f No. 6,(
4,000
.60 Geo. w. Bia’nchard
& Son Co., all o f
4.00
said W est
H alf
except the above
3.00
and public lots, 13,740

To be expended

Vsl.

$20,000
<*

24,006

o\ the

Tax.

$250.00

300.00

roads

10.00
therein and D. W. Berry of Car
6.O0
6.00 thage isi appointed agent to super
6.0 intend the expenditure thereof.
l.Oo
On Letter E, the sum of $207.50,
2.00
as
follows, to wit:
5.00
Owners,
No. A cres
Val.
Tax.
2.00
1.00 International Paper
Co.
17,292 $51,870 $207.50

To ’ be expended in lepairing the
roads therein, and 13. F. Beal of
Phillip® is appointed agent to super
intend the expenditure thereof.
And it is hereby Ci aered by us,
the said County Commissioners, that
notice of said assessm.'nts be pub
lished as required by law.
S. I. LEAN,
L. A. AY OR? HLEY,
H. W. COBURN.
County Commissioners id the Coun
is appointed agent to superintend
ty of Franklin.
the expenditure thereof.
A true copy,
2-4
On Perkins Plantation, the sum of
Attest, B. M. SMALL Clerk

10.00
270
500
F.
Bianchard,
110
3.00
150
F oster land.
100
150
C. F. Blanchard,
C.
F.
Blanchard,
180
119%
3.60
L ot No. 5,
C.
F.
Blanchard,
98%
150
3.00
Skeetup lot,
2.00
10)
Blanchard & D odge, 40
ICO
3.00
Blanchard & W ilder, 40
65
200
4.00
John Townsend,
30
50
1.00
John Townsend,
on th e ro a d s
To be e x p e n d e d
th e re in a n d F . L. W ild e r o» W ilto n

Dalsey land,

C.

H ave it in readiness for
your next baking. R e
m em ber to order
T am agent for the best E n 
g in e fo r Motorboats. Get
my
p r ic e and let me show you some
o f m y engines and operations.
I ta k e orders for the ©onstrucion o f all kinds of m otorboats
a n d have elegant new boats on
K an gel e y Lake to let, either
w ith or without engineers.
e . l . h aley,
Rangeley,
•
• . Maine.

No. A cres
173

W . E. Dodge,
C.
F.
Blanchard,
Anderson Land,
C. F. Blanchard, R.
1 & 2, lot 6,
C. F\ Blanchard, R.
1, lot 7,
Fred W ilkins,
O. L. Chandler,
Guy L,.
Chandler,
hom estead & lot,
H orace North
and
Leon Mosherj
Am erican
Enam el
Co.,
Ciarence K elley,
Clarence Kelley,
W ilkins & Mosher,
F. T. Dalsey,
F. M. Derby,
John Adams,
Nathan Severy,
Daniel Pease,
C.
F.
Blanchard,

$179.50, ae follows, to
Owners,
No. A cres
Peter Merchant,
60
George W elch,
60
Am erican
Enamel
Co. H ildreth mill
and land,
20
Fred Leavitt, Asa
Adam s farm ,
350
John.
O.
Legroo,
house an lot,
C.
F.
Blanchard,
K elley land,
65
C.
F.
Blanchard,
Hellen ’ ot,
123
C. F. Blanchard, H.
C. McKeen land,
160
C.
F.
Blanchard,
part o f H ildreth
land
10
Frank Russell, Chas.
Newell farm ,
125
George Newell old
schoolhouse
and
lot,
Clarence Kelley,
Ber* Lothrop,
John H. Peary,
Joseph G. Knowles,
Mrs. o. Hammond,
W . W . W ilkins es
tate, north part.
L ot 3, R. 2,
80
W ilkins Bros., L ot
4, Range 1,
120
Jones Brothers,
100
C.
F.
Blanchard,
L o t 7, Range 5,
160
Frank H olt,
20
Evans & Owen Mer-
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W h e r e T o G o In M a m e
A N D R O S C O G G IN
L E W IS T O N ,

OXFO RD C O U N TY.

COUNTY.

M A IN E .

U P T O N , M A IN E .

D eW ltt House. Leading- H otel. Unexcelled in Maine. Booklet free. George
S. Patte, Proprietor, Lew iston, Me.
A R O O STO O K COU N T Y .

Red R iver Camps, Beautiful place for
vacations.
Best
of fishing.
T. H.
Tweedle.
CO UNTY.

W EST

END

v

lOurkee’s Camp. On Lake U m bagog and
Cambridge River. Best o f Deer and
Duck hunting. Excellent Fly Fishing and 1
Trolling for Salmon and Square Tailed i
Trout. T. A. Durkee, Prop, Upton, Me j

W I N T E R V I L L E , M A IN E .

CUM BERLAND

V IA

RUM FO RD FA LLS.

Best Calm on and T rout Fishing In |
Maine. Ply fishing begins about June
1. Send for circular.
H ouse alw ays
open. John Chadw ick & O o„ Upper j
Dam, Maine.

Lake Parlin Bouse and Gamps.

HOTEL
H. M. CASTNER,
Portland,

Prop’r.

Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
F R A N K L IN
RANGELEY

C O U N T Y ."

LAKES.

.

Camp Bemis, T h e Birches, T he Barker.
W rite for free circular. Oapt.
F.
C.
Barker, Bemis, Maine.
R A N G E LE Y LA K ES.

CARRY POND CAMPS.
A re delightfully situated on sh ore, of
Open for the fall hunting. These cam ps Lake Partin on direct line from Quebec
located between K ennebec Valley and to Rangeley Lakes,
popular thorough
Dead River Region, the
best o f deer fare for autom obiles, being a distance
shooting, a few
m oose, black
bear, of 122 miles each way.
partridges and ducks, good hunting trail
Lake Parllii and the 12 ou t ponds In
leading in all directions, team always the radius o f four miles furnish
the
ready to. get out
game. Rates {10.50 best o f fly fishing the
whole season.
Per week after Oct. 1. N o charge for The house and cam ps are new and have
boats. W rite for booklet. H enry
J. all modern
conveniences,
such
as
Lane, Carry Pond, Maine.
baths, gas ligh ts, open rock fireplaces,
etc. The cuisine Is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating,
bathing,
tennis,
W A S H IN G T O N C O U N T Y .
mountain clim bing, autom abllm g, etc.
W rite for booklet.
v G R A N D L A K E S T R E A M , M A IN E .
H . P. M c K E N N E Y , P ro p rie to r,
Ouananiche Lodge and Cottages, Grand
Lake Stream Village.
Sunset
©amps, Ja ckm an ,
M aine.
Dyer Cove. Grand Lake. N orw ay Pines
House and Camps. Dob sis Lake.
Best
all around location in the United States
D O N 'T F O R G E T .
for a fishing, loafing or hunting trip.
Look us up. Circulars at all the lead
Whenever you write to one of our
ing railroad offices and at sporting ou t
fitters. or address W. G. Rose, manager advertisers, don’t forget to mention
and treasurer. Grand Lake
Stream,
It is important to
W ashington County, Maine. April
to Main© Woods.
November, or 108 W ashington Street,
Boston. Mass., telephone, Main 6600 all you to do so; important to us and
the year.
C ATANCE

4

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at
the foot o f Bald Mountain in a good
fishing section. Steam boat accom m oda
tions O. K. Telephone at camps. Tw o
mails daily.
W rite for free circulars to
A M O S E L L IS , P ro p ’r,
Bald M o u n tain ,
.
-

HOWES’ DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.

M aine.

Are situated on First Dabseoneagr Lake, l-4mi!e from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
Individual log: cabins and tent roofed log camps;
own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York, Philadelphia and Boston references.

For MOOSE and DEER
MT. KA.TAHDIN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from
these camps to bourdnahunk. Rainbow, Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
planning trips down the West Branch from N. E. Carry.

R IV E R , M A IN E .

W est Carry Pond Camps offers every.
Inducement to fisherm en, hunters, and
nature lovers. Five small ponds within I

susfsfe’sss. a

r

the advertiser naturally wants to
know where you found hie name.
Tell him, and thus do a good turn
for all concerned.

LAKE.

Best o f Salmon and T rou t fishing.
Also all kinds o f gom e In season.
In 
formation and Term s furnished on ap
plication.
Private boarding house. F.
O. Keith, Cooper, Maine.

Hotel Blanchard will be
closed^for the winter Dec. 3
E. H. GROSE, Stratton, Me.
DEAD

« \

every ¿ a y In the season.
First class ]
table service,
com fortable
w ell kept
cam ps and pleasant surroundings. Ele- ]
vation 2000 feet. F or further lnfopma- j
Won and illustrated literature address.

Best Family Cooking in Maine.
hunting in season, in a3 good territory as there is in Maine: Rates $2.00
and $2.50 per day. Openjentire year. Snowshoeing, skimg. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps

HERBERT

M.

HOWES,

Millioocket Me,,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag, Me.

R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .

S cott’s Gamps, Quimby Pond, famous I
for fly fishing, five miles from Rangeley. tw o miles from
Oquossoc, good
road direct to camps. Transient parties j
accom m odated, best o f meals served. ,
Telephone connection b y
w blch boats
and odcom m od ation s. can be secured. J . |
E. Scott, B ox 268, Rangeley, Maine.
LO G

CAMP

TO

LET.

On L on g Pond. Near Rangeley. Five
Room s, Brick fireplace, Cook cam p, Ioe,
Spiring water. Address
Rangeley,
V IA

GEO. H . S N O W M A N ,

.

.

RANGELEY.

Maine.

'

York’s Camps, Loon Lake. Address J. I
Lew is York. Rangeley, Maine. Booklet.
ON

RANGELEY

LAKE.

M ingo Spring H otel and Camps. The
m ost attractive place at the Rangeleys.
Advance booking advised. A ddress A.
S. Periham, Rangeley, Maine

This place is famous fo r the E arly
T rout Fishing and Excellent Guides, j

I N

J

TH E

^O L L E G E preparatory.
Business
courses.
Gymnasium.
Athletic
field. A in u a,l training. The only
School
school in Maine inviting comparison
fo r b oys
in chool, athletic and home equip
ment with high grade priv
ate schools. Snowshoeing,
tobogganing, skiing, horse
Farmington, back riding^ maple-sugar
M aine
making, fishing, 'ànd hunting.

A

Autoists en route to Rangeley are invited to inpe ct our complete plant. Tuition $700.
Accommodations for two more boys. ”
ADDRESS

Tenth Tear
ooened
September 27

GEORGE D. CHURCH,
Headmaster

Woods o f Maine ^ ________ J V
King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 feet
above sea level, unexcelled for trout
fishing or an outing. Individual cab
ins, open wood fires, excellent culsin
fin© natural lithia spring water, mag
nificent scenery. Renew your health
In the balsam-laden air of Maine’s
ideal resort. Address

MODERN TRAPPING METHODS
A Valuable Book for Every
TRAPPER, OLD

King and B a rtle tt Camps,
Address, Farm ington, Me until the
tease n opens.
“ It is a pleasure to
tell you that
Cham berlain’s Cough
Rem edy
Is the
best cough m edicine I have ever used,”
writes Mrs. Hugh Campbell, o f Lavonia,
Ga. " I have used It w ith all m y ch il
dren and the results have been highly
satisfactory.” For sale by all dealers.
R IV E R

R E G IO N .

T he Sargent. Up to date tm every par
ticular.
Maine’ s ideal fam ily vacation
resort. Good fishing and hunting sec
tion.
cu isine unsurpassed. A. B. Sar
gent, P rop’r, Eustls, Maine.

WEST CARRY POND CAMPS
W est Carry Pond Comps. Under new
management, will be put In first class
shape for the season of 1911 and offers
every inducement to fishermen, hunt
ers, and nature lovers.
F ive
small
ponds within 40 minutes w alk of the
home camps Where trout may be taken
On the fly every day
In the season.
First class table service, com fortable
Wel1 kept camps and pleasant surround
ings. Elevation 2000 feet.
For further
inform ation and illustrated literature

address,

0

R. B. TAYLOR, Prop.
DEAD

R IV E R .

-

-

M A IN F .

J A C K M A N , M A IN E .

Lake Park. Beautifully situated on the
«bore o f Lake W ood.
Autolng M otor
ing, Trout and
Salmon
fishing,
17
miles of lake and
60 miles of river
boating. Twin Island Camps at Skinner.
E. A. Booth man.
K ENN EB EC COUNTY.
B E L G R A D E L A K E S , M A IN E .

The Belgrade.
Best Sportsmen’s Hotel
In N e w England. Best black bass fish>ng In the world, best trout fishing In
Main©. Chas, N. Hill & Son, Managers.

Rangeley, Me., Jan. 15, 1912.
Rufus and Linnie Griffeth of Lime
stone have been visiting their aunt.,
Mrs1. William Tomlinson.
Charlie Gibbs has gone to Boston
to he treated for a throat trouble.
Eben Rowe is filling his place as
school janitor.
The Ladies’ Aid meets with Mrs.
Saul Collins this week.
The meet
ing last week was postponed on ac
count of the weather.
Mrs. Georg© H. Huntoon, who has
been in poor health for a long time,
is now confined to her bed and is
being cared for by Mrs. John Burns.
Attractive Vo Men.
We have been handed the follow
No woman has been heard to rave
ing list of Sunday school scholars
ivho were not absent from Sunday over tlie beauties of millinery, but men
must have found something alluring in
school during 1911: Harold McCard,
the shapes and colors, especially those
Thalie Hoar, Stanley Albee, Harold samples that are di layed in One
Spiller, Abbie Hoar, Edith Brooks, Hundred and Twenty-, di street shops,
Florence Fletcher, Estelle Hamden for one milliner on that thoroughfare
and Ida Wilbur. '
has considered it expedient to decor
/ Mr. and Mrs. Frank Haley, who ate her window’ with this sign: “ Men
have been at Oakes and Huntoon’s are requested not to lounge against
Camp, returned home the first of these window’ s.”—New York Times.
the week.
Osman Oookson was in Phillips
last week.
Howard Herrick went to Boston
SALE OF REMNANTS
Monday.
Of Worsted, Woolen, Poplin,
Silk and Gingham at- my house
Dr. Bell o f Strong was in town
at one-third factory prices.
last week to see Eddie West, who
MRS. ALVIN BERRY,
is ill with pneumonia.
Rangelev,
Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmont Patterson
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
have moved back to town, into their
house on High street.
Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Dill, who have been
living there, have moved over the
postoffice with Mr. and Mrs. Will
Lovejoy.
Mr. Jerry Kennedy is stopping at
Dennis Nile’s.
The Rev. L. A. White’s subject
Sunday was, ‘‘The Wages of Sin Is
Death,” his talk being about “ Richeson.’’
We have had a week of rough
weather, snow storms, wind blows,
etc.
It has interfered with getting
ice to quite an extent.
Country House in Vienna,
The Grange meeting was well at
Maine,
Kennebec County.
tended Saturday night.
Next Sat
urday Jan. 20, an entertainment Near Belgrade Lakes. Ideal
wi^ be given at Furbish hall if the i place for country bouse or
weatller permits, and if so th ere; Gentlemen’s Club. Address,
will be no meeting of the Grange.
GEORGE H. D A Y ,
Olin Rowe, Dr. A. M. Ross, How
Farmington,
Maine.
ard Herrick and Lynwood Carlton
furnished special nfusic on --hornets,
trombone, etc., at the Sunday serv
ices which was much enjoyed.
Incorporated
The third number in the lecture
course will be filled by Mr. Charles
Fitz Williams, Jan. 24.
His subject
will be Patriotism.
Mr. Frank H. Kemptom has just
purchased for his beautiful new home
on Main street, a very fine toned
Armstrong piano of Charles W. Nor
ton, the Farmington piano dealer.

Commonwealth Hotel

Opposite State House, Boston, Mass

Flagstaff •

HARRY M. PIERCE,

DEAD

RANGELEY

Durrell acting as director.
She
leaves besides her husband, Elmer
A. Sampson, three sons and one
daughter and Also a mother, three
sisters and one brother.
At the stated meeting of Somer
set chapter, O. E. S., held Dec. 3i,
the fallowing officers were elected
and installed, Past Patron Danvill C.
Durrell acting as installing officer:
W. M., Ruth Burbank; W. P., Ed
win L. Donahue; A. M., Edith R. *
Goddard; Treas., Clara M. Blackwell;
Sec., Helen Donahue; Cond., Rosie
Sampson; A. Cond., Edna J. Cole;
Ruth
Etta Viles; Esther, Hazel
Viles; Martha, Mae Savage; Chap.,
Izora Durrell; Warden, Ellen Pars
ons; Sent., Danvill Durrell; Marshall,
Helen G. Hinds; organist, Remona
Parsons.

OR YOUNG.

Price 25 cents.
J.

W.

BRACKETT

C O .,

Phillips, Me.

Recitation—Santa Claus and His Au
tomobile,
Mildred Davenport
The Christmas entertainment at the Recitation—Scaring Santa Claus,
Carroll Kinney
church was very well carried out. Much
credit is due the children, who did Giving Away the Dollies,
ample justice in rendering their parts.
Arline Dunham, Thelma Sargent
The following program was given:
Marion Davenport, Opal Webber
Praye-,
Deacon Morrill Wing
Recitation—Kris Kringle s Surprise,
Greeting,
OpalWebber
Hazel Sargent
Recitation—The Christmas Tree,
Marion Sargent Recitation—Jolly Santa Clrus,
Exercise—The Night the Shepherds
Glenton Thompson
Watched.
Dialogue—The Minister’s Mistake,
Recitation—The Christmas Stocking,
Harry Heath
Arline Dunham
Marion Sargent
Recitation,
ColemanWebber
Hazel Sargent
Everett Heath Christmas Night,
Thelma Sargent
Christmas Song,
Everdeen Hinkley Song—Boys will be Boys, who responded
Clifford Wing
to an encore,
Clifford Wing
Recitation—The Warning,
Wiison Sargent
Laura Kinney
Ivan Davenport
Recitation —Mrs. Santa Claus,
Recitation—Lighting the Christmas'
Marion Dayenport
Candles,
Edith Sargent
Music,
'
Clifford Wing Recitation,
Coleman Webber
Wilson Sargent Song,
Everdeen Hinkley
Recitation—The Loving Little Girl,
Clifford Wing
Lucille Webber Goodnight Song,
By the Children

Reed’s Mill.

Flagstaff, Me., Jan. 13, 1912.
The stated meeting of Mt. Bige
low lodge of Masons was held Sat
urday evening, Jan. 13.
Schools began Jan. 8 with
the
same teachers in all grades as
last term.
Ray Viles was down river several
days last week.
Earl C. Wing and Ellery M. Sav
age W’ere at home Saturday night
from their work for the Great North
ern Paper company above Eustis.
William Chatfield, after spending
Christmas W’ith his family, has re
turned to his work at Ottawa, Can.,
am’ w’ill be gone until April.
His
daughter, Miss Carrie, went to Megantic with him, where she will visit
relatives.
Miss Alice H. Hinds, after spend
ing a two weeks’ vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter E.
Hinds., returned to Westbrolc semi
nary Jan. 8, for the winter term of
12 weeks.
Miss Hazel Viles has gone
to
Stratton to teach school for the
winter term, and Miss Leah Viles
of Coplin.
Miss Gladys Parsons of Dead Riv
er is attending the Normal school
at Farmington.
The community was saddened to
learn of the sudden death of Mrs.
Floia Sampson on Jan 1.
she was
a valued member of Somerset Chap
ter, O. E. S. and the funeral serv
ices were conducted by that order at
the house and at the grave Wednes
day afternoon, Jan. 3, Mr. D. C.

Offers rooms with hot and cold water
for $1.00 a day and up; which includes
free use of public shower baths. NO
THING TO EQUAL THIS IN NEW
ENGLAND. Rooms wtih private bath
for $1.50 per day and up; suits of two
rooms and bath for *4.00 per day and up
Dining room and cafe first class.
Eu
ropean plan.
Absolutely

Fireproof. Stone Floors. Nothing
W ood but Tbe D oors.

Equipped with its own sanitary vacuum cleaning
plant. Stiictlv a temperance hotel. Stnd for
booklet.

STORER F. CRAFTS, Gen. Mgr.
TAKE NYOIL WITH YOU INTO
THE WOODS IN YOUR GRIP ■
No Sportsman’ s K it
is complete without
it. No Guide will
recommend
any
other oil after he
has given

NYOIL
» thnrouvh te st on his
"¡fie. It's the b e st lu b -

e'c-ithiur oil

ever re

fin e d ; in a class by it
's If fo r use on firearm s
w ill
gum or
ch ill,
it con tains no
acid. I t A b s o l u t e l y

It

not

PREVENTS RUST.

A ll hardware and
s ortiojr Roods stores
«11 it
1 erg-« bottles
heaper to
buy, 25
cents; trial size* 10a.

W m . F.

NYU,

New Bedford, Mass.
Also Mfr’ of
NTOLENE
in tubes. Try cither
or both.

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S , M A IN E ,

JA NUA RY

* *
|l Same AOpinion

VC

STRONG

The

As Sprague

“ Quality Store”

18,

1912.
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Hansccm the Fur Buyer. Years of Suffering
Nice Lots of Fur Secured In
the Dead River Region.

Catarrh vand B l o o d Disease —
Doctors Failed to Cure.
M iss M abel F. D aw kins, 1214 L a fa y 
ette St., Fdrt W a yn e, Ind., w rite s:
“ F o r th ree years 1 w as trou b led with,
ca ta rr h and blood disease. I tried s e v 
era l d o cto rs and a dozen differen t re m 
edies, b u t none o f them did me a n y
g o o d . A frie n d told m e o f H o o d ’s S a r 
sa pa rilla . I took tw o bottles o f th is
m e d icin e an d w as as well and s tro n g
a s ever. I fe e l like a different p erson
a nd recom m en d H o o d ’s to any one s u f
fe r in g fro m ca ta rrh .”
Get it to d a y in usual liquid form o r
ch o co la te d tablets called S a r s a t a b s .

Dexter Kempton returned Saturday
Every Hunter Anxious to Get
Stratton, Me., Jan. 5, 1912.
; noon from the hospital at Augusta
Having read several very interesting
Buck Deer. Increase Them
! where he has been the past year. His
articles in your paper on fur catching
Ifriends will be pleased to know he is
By Enlarging the
50 per cent Reduction
and fur buying, I am tqking leave to
1much improved in health.
Whole Herd.
write to you the report of our local fur
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
A.
Will
entertained
in Prices o f
buyer, Mr. “ Billy” Hanscom.
Al
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Staroird and Mr.
Gray, Me., Jan. 4, 1912.
though his report is not as yet com
and Mrs. Fred Daggett last Friday.
plete, will send you enough to convince
Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Bell were in To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I have noticed in yo\ir paper that the that surely Billy is paying the price of has at least one deer, or possiblya
Lewiston last Thursday. They returned
Hon. John F. Sprague of Dover, is in all there is in the fur to get these fine moose, if he is of the more ambitious
Friday.
calibre.
Miss Nellie McLeary and Miss Flor favor of protecting the female deer to lots.
First let me give you the catch of
The sportsman who goes into camp
ence Herbert of St. Paul, Minn., vis- make hunters look a little more care
|ited Mrs. Walter Bradford Saturday, fully before they shoot. He thinks it Joe St. Ober of Madrid, formerly of with no special desire to land any big
i en route for Phillips to visit Miss Mc- will save some human lives. Any Eustis. Joe has been trapping in com game and hangs around the camp or
thinking person must}' agree that his pany with Archie Lufkin, also of Mad perhaps ventures a short distance up
Leary’s brother Arthur McLeary.
Regular Price, $ 5 . 0 0
rid, up in the Kibby Valley and vicinity. the tote roads, seldom meets with any
Miss Stella Bangs is suffering with grounds are well taken.
Here is the catch: Beaver, 58; bear, very strenuous work.
But the man
It
costs
nothing
now
to
shoot
a
hu
sores in her head.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Will visited man being but it does to shoot a cow 2; wild cats, 3; muskrats, 28; mink, who is after the game and is out at all
Reduced to,
; friends and relatives in Lewiston and moose, consequently there are about as 21; (notice that catch of mink,) weasels, times of the day and night following
15. Hanscome purchased this lot for this track or cruising along that ridge
many men killed as there are moose.
1Winthrop last week.
or tramping a swamp with the hope of
Protect the female deer and less cash at over $500.
Irene, little daughter of Mr. and
Next in order comes the catch of starting something, rarely returns to
Mrs. Earl Kingsley has been quite ill men will be killed; there can be no
doubt of it. When the does are pro John Sylvester and son of Eustis. camp without some harrowing experi
Jthe past week.
The attendance was good at church tected deer will increase. Every hunt This catch was taken in the upper ence to relate and ’invariably he is so
Sunday. The pastor, -Rev. W. P. Hol er rather have a buck than a doe, but if Dead River region, and the fur, as was dead tired that the true version of the
story is not forth-coming until his ach
man preached an excellent sermon from he can’ t get what he wants he will have St. Ober’s, all in prime order.
Beaver, 28; mink, 5; sable, 3; fisher, ing muscles have been give*
few
P H ILL IPS,
; the theme, “ The Absorbing Passion.” the next best if there is mo law to pre
The text was 1 Cor. 9:16, “ Woe is unto vent, and make him look before he or black cat, 3; fox, 1; muskrat, 15; hours rest between the blankets.
weasels, 10. For this lot Billy “ coughed
The real trouble comes after the game
shoots.
'E *
,
me, if I preach not the Gospel.”
There was a law in Cumberland up” around $250 in cash, which is also a has been shot. The tramp has not been
At a recent meeting of the church
very hard, perhaps, but even if it has,
Nelson Walker was elected as lay dele county that protected the female deer good round price.
Now we will take the report of Grant the exhileration of getting a deer, gives
gate, and J. A. Norton as reserve for a few years. The deer increased
delegate to the Lay Electorial Confer rapidly and our best citizens were well Fuller of Stratton, who also took his him new life and he forgets his condi
ence to be held in connection with the pleased and had rather see them in fur from the upper Dead River region. tion until he has dressed his deer, hung
Beaver, 12; bear, 3; Mink, 1; foxes, it up on a sapling and started for camp.
annual conference which meets in their gardens than have them exter
minated.
Some of our sportsmen 4; muskrats, 10. For this fine little lot It may be late or it may be early bu
Lewiston, March 27.
W. A. Bradford made a business trip wanted the law changed so they could Billy handed out right around $180, and the chances are that he has got a hard
shoot at anything in sight or in hear said he considered the fur worth every tramp before him and a heavy load be
to
Farmington, Saturday.
We would appreciate it enough
ing without looking for horns. What cent of it as every piece was in the hind him and the distance to camp
In
the
Sunday
school
last
Sunday,
to give you the kind of service
is the result? The deer are nearly all best of shape, and dressed as Mr. Ful seems to shorten but little as the hours
Mrs.
W.
P.
Holman,
who
has
been
sec
that will keep you a customer.
And when he arrives at the
retary and treasurer for the past year gone. Hunters are so persistent in ler knows how to do it. I personally pass.
Although young, our business is
gave her annual report. This report their efforts to have what few are left, think the beaver especially were the camp, and it is very likely that he has
growing and we take pride in
had to hurry on account of the ap
showed a great deal of work and time that some of our best and most care finest I ever saw.
Augustus
Douglass
also
sold
his
catch
proaching darkness, the chances are
ful
citizens
won’t
take
the
chance
to
believing that our customers
devoted to the interest of the Sunday
school. The school had a larger at hunt. The cry that some of our na this season to Billy, and it consisted of that he has worked harder that he has
could depend on us. If you will
since his trip of the previous season and
tendance and greater financial pros tive sportsmen raise is that when there the following:
give us an opportunity to serve
Beaver, 29; mink, 4; fox, 1; wildcat, he is “ all in.”
perity than last year. Mrs. Holman is a close time on the does, that they
you we promise your business our
Some people of course hunt with
received many compliments for her are shot just the same and are left in 1; skunk, 1; weasels, 5; muskrats, 15
best attention.
faithful work, it being called the best the woods to rot; when the hunter finds Billy had to part with $175 for this lot, guides who do all the heavy work inci
Very truly yours,
what he has shot at, takes them out in and like the rest of the fur in these dent to hunting, but the majority do
report ever given.
not and to them the hard work of get
Mrs. D. E. Leighton returned last the night. That may be done occasion lists, it was all to the good.
You
will
notice
that
these
four
ting out game is sacrificed to the sport
ally,
but
I
have
more
faith
in
our
week from a visit with her parents in
U p p er V illag'e
sporting fraternity and citizens gener catches figures up about $1,105, which of the killing.
Farmington Falls.
P h illip s ,
M a in e.
A Bangor man who returned this fall
Very handsome calendars have been ally than to. accuse them in any high is a good liberal price we think.
Last season Joe St. Ober carried his from a hunting trip up river tells of
received this week, compliments of J. handed way. The game laws are bet
I
F. Will Co., Brunswick. Mr. Will and ter understood and better obeyed than fur to Madrid and Farmington and after dragging a 140-pound buck a distance
daughter spent the summer in town. they were a few years ago. Bucks are paying a goodly sum for railroad charg of four miles and over the hardest kind
more sought after by every hunter es'on it, only received a little less than of country back to camp. It was shot
They have many warm friends here.
Mrs. Eunice Allen, who has spent the i Let us increase them by enlarging the Billy offered him for it in Stratton* in a swamp and being unable to signal
GOOD COOKING
which goes to prove that Billy must be his companion he had to get it out alone *•
past year with her daughter, Mrs. Ed whole herd.
MOLASSES
paying for every cent there is in it.
The story is told of a Washington
M. C. Morrill.
gar Wills in Salem, has returned to the
29j£ per gal.
Since the season opened Bill has bought county man who several years ago, be
home of her daughter, Mrs. Arthur
FENWAY over $2000 worth of fur; over $1,000 fore the present game laws were in ef
DEATH
O CCURS
AT
Eustis.
PURE LARD
worth of which I can give no report be fect, shot three deer while off on a hunt
H O S P IT A L .
Mrs. George Will, who underwent a
cause it was not classified.
ing trip alone and got them all out on
______ 12^ per lb.______
surgical operation at her home last
the same day and same trip. After
He
has
also
purchased
in
addition
to
week is comfortable, her friends are
Many friends will learn with sad
glad to know. The operation was per ness of the death of Susan Knights this fur, deer skins, 97; sheep pelts, dragging them a short distance to a
formed by Drs. Bell and Nichols. She Baner at Fenway hospital, Boston, 96; buck deer heeds, 33. In two days’ stream of quick water a raft was im
time he also picked up a job lot of fur provised and the deer loaded on it and
is cared for by Miss Pushee.
Dec. 27, 1911.
She wa# the daugh
Phillips Upper Village
as
we call it, paying for seme $130.
a record trip made to the railroad sta
Leslie Vining has so far recovered ter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel R.
In company with Mr. Philander Hall tion a couple of miles down stream. *
from his recent injury as to be able to Knights of Cambridge, Mass.
of this town Billy took over $100
Another example of the hard work
begin work Monday morning.
Mrs. Knights and daughter spent worth of fur in their own traps on
that may be encountered, is given in
The Knights of Pythias and the Py
some time in Phillips at various times Stratton Brook pond. Bill is some the hunting trip recently of several Bel
thian Sisterhood had an installation of
and at one time made plans to build thing of a beaver trapper himself, as fast men. A moose was shot four
officers and supper last Wednesday
a summer heme on the hill on the the fact that they took eleven beaver miles from the railroad station and a
night.
Mt. Blue road, from which spot they in three days will prove.
mile and a half from the nearest tote
Mrs. Laura Jones has returned from
greatly admired the scenery.
In closing I want to say that these road, by a member of the party and the
a visit with her sister in Lexington.
figures are not presented merely to pass work of getting it out was not an easy
M aking Up N atural D efects.
away the time, or fill up the columns of proposition. It took three men a good
A French physician has discovered your paper, but they are to show that portion of a day to get the moose to
IN
the means of planting* artificial eye the Dead River region is still on the the tote road where a pair of horses
lashes and eyebrows. The former op
map as a game country and the hem was driven in. The streams and brooks
January 15, 1912.
eration is very painful, but the latter
of many fur bearing animals.
were running high and many of the
Miss Ruth Lisherness is at work for less so.
bridges were weak so that even after
Mrs. W. K. Howes.
MRS. J. C TIRRELL
the tote road had been reached the
Earle Weed is at home from New
IT IS S T R E N U O U S W O R K .
Phillips,Maine
trouble had only begun. The distance
York for the winter.
was fina.ly negotiated, but it was a
Richard Weed of Stonington is visit
Tho Successful H u n ter Has W o rk to hard and long pull and horses as well as
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Do A fte r He Has K illed His
men were pretty tired when the station
Weed on Taylor Hill.
Tastes Like and is Eaten Like
Game.
was reached.
Mrs. W. K, Howes has returned
i
Candy.
home from Dr. Pratt’s hospital but
The following interesting resume of
M ilton's Sum m ing Up.
still suffers a good deal from her re
the
hardships of the hunter for deer and
fc r strictly fresh eggs.
Wise men have said many books
In
our
experience
in
the
handling
of
cent surgical operation and is also
drugs and medicines, we believe we have moose in the Maine woods, is from the are wearisome; who reads incessantly
uadly afflicted with rheuma ism.
never had experience with any Remedy
and to his reading brings not a spirit
can use some
The news, like everything eke, is that gave such great satisfaction to our columns of the Bangor Drily News:
Although a hunting trip is, no doubt, and judgment equal or superior, un
badly
frozen
up
and
there
is
nothing
to
customers as do Rexall Orderlies. This
Yellow Eyed Beans.
certain and unsettled still remains—
Remedy is not like any other laxative one of the most healthful and invigorat. deep versed in books, and shallow in
write about.
ing
of
all
sports—one
of
the
kind
that
Mrs. Della Kershner is on the sick or cathartic. It contains all the go, d
CASH GROCERY
features of other laxatives, but none of gives a man a new lease of life and himself.—Milton.
list, but is some better at this writing. their faults.
makes hifn feel that his vacation has
There are three little children in th s
Our own faith in Rexall Orderlies is
STORE
been quite worth while—it is not ques
neighborhood for whom no provision so strong that we offer them to you
Phillips,
Maine,
tioned that a trip of this nature may A G IR L ’S W IL D M ID N IG H T R ID E .
has been made by the town to trans with our own positive personal guaran
To warn people of a tearful forest
tee, that if they do not thoroughly sat turn out to be one fraught with the
port them to school. This does not Seem isfy you, you only need tell us and we
fire in the Catskills a young girl
most trying circumstances and the rode horseback at midnight and
fair to put all the schools into the vil will hand back to you every penny you
Her deed was
Good e] esight is vital to the highest lage and thus deprive those who live paid us for them. Therefore, nu try hardest kind of work, that is, of course, saved many lives.
type of eff ciency. Almost
to the hunter who goes into the woods glorious but lives are often saved by
ing
them
upon
our
recommendation
you
two or three miles out of schooling.
all poor eyesight can
take no risk whatever.
determined not to return home until he Dr. King’s New Discovery in curing
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Greenleaf of New
be prevented by
lung trouble, coughs and colds, which
Rexall Orderlies taste like and are
proper means
might have ended in consumption or
Vineyard, visited his sister, Mrs. W eaten like candy. They do not gripe,
Thorough examination at your
pneumonia.
“ It cured me of a
$100 PER P L A T E
cause nausea, excessive looseness, or
K.
Howe»
last
Saturday.
residence if desired.
dreadful cough and lung disease,’’
was
paid
at
a
banquet
to
Henry
Clay
any
other
annoyance.
They
act
so
Mrs. Nmlie Voter is at her home here
Mighty writes W. R. Patterson, Wellington,
easily that they may be taken at any in New Orleans in 1842.
FRANK F. GRAVES
after an absence of several months time, day or night. They are particu costly for those with stomach trouble Tex., “ after four in our family had
All are very glad to welcome her home larly good for children, aged, or deli Or indigestion.
Today people every died with consumption, and I gained
Graduate Optom etrist.
Nothing so sure and
cate persons. They are put up in con where use Dr. King’s New Life Pills 87 pounds.’’
N ew Sharon,
.
Maine
venient tablets in three sizes of pack for these troubles as well as liver, safe for all throat and lung troubles.
F arm ers Phone 3 34. *
If you are troubled w ith cihronic con 
Trial bottle
ages. Prices, 10c., 25c., and 50c.
kidney and bowel disorders. Easy, Price 50c and $1.00.
stipation, the mild and g en tle effect of
Guaranteed by E. H. Whitney
Remember, Rexall Remedies can be safe, sure.
Only 25 cts at E. H. free.
Chamberlain’s Tablets m a k es them espec obtained in this 'community only at our Whitney’s, Phillips; Riddle’s Pharm of Phillips;
Riddle’s Pharmacy of
W h e n you have a bilious a tta ck give
lally suited to your case.
F o r sale by store—The Rexall store. E. H. Whit acy, Rangeley;
Charles E. Dyer’s, Rangeley; Chas. E. Dyer, of Strong;
C h am b erlin ’s Tablets a trial. T h ey are
ney, Phillips, Me.
L. L. Mitchell, of Kingfield.
Strong; L. L. Mitchell’s, Kingfield.
all'dealers.
e x ce lle n t. For sale by all dealers.

Offers

FRENCH BRIAR
PIPES

—Cased— .

$2.50

R. H. PREBLE
DRUGGIST

WHO’S YOU* AUTO AND
CARRIAGE PAINTER?

Carroll Thompson

FARMERS’ CO-OPERATIVE
TRADING CO.

‘January
Clearance Sale
MILLINERY.

Taylor Hill.

THE EFFECTIVE LAXATIVE

Highest Prices

M A IN E

10

W O O DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

JA N U A R Y

18, 1912.

R. M .

B R O W N ’S

bring as big returns as the best cow
in the herd with less feed and care.
There is danger of mating too many
;r e a l e s t a t e a g e n c y
hens with one male, and there is also
danger of mating too few for best
80 ACRE FARM on main road; 2%
results.
miles to village; R. F. D. past the
The length of time that a new male i
house; 25 {icres tillage, cuts about
has been placed In a pen of hens will i
the 30 tons of hay; remainder pasture
have something to do with the fertility President Sprague of
Union Church.
and wood lot, hard wood and pine.
of
the
eggs.
Melvin Sherburne Hutchin
tor COLONY HOUSE FOB CHICKENS
Maine Sportsman’s Fish
Well and acqueduct water; story and
Poultrymen
should
remember
that
Calendar for week ending Jan. 27.
a half, 9 room house and ell; two
and
Game
Association
hens
should
always
be
kept
busy
Sunday, Jan. 21: 10.45 morning wor W ill Accommodate 25 to 30 Old Fowls,
barns, one 44x52, the other 28x28..
searching for food, so that they may
or From 200 to 300 Young Chicks
Wants to Hear
ship. Sermon, “ In Memorima, 1911.”
get sufficient exercise.
Included are 5
good cows, farm
—
Heavy
to
Handle.
12 M. Sunday school. 7.30 People's ser
Never breed from small, light stock,
From Others.
ing tools, one acre good sweet com,
vice. Music by Choral club. Address.
¡grain and about 30 tons of hay; for
The colony house ehown in the illus from closely related stock, from im
Thursday, Jan. 25, 7.40 P. M. midi
tration measures 10 by 12 feet and mature stock; one parent must be full
Dover, Me., Dec. 30, 1911. : quick sale w© make the price $2,200.
week prayer meeting.
grown
If
the
other
is
young.
may be used either for housing old
Saturday, Jan. 27, 7.30 P. M., Free stock or for brooding the young. It
On free range the hens will get To the Editor of Maine Woods;
a
good share of their living, but it is , I was very much interested ini the
Baptist conference.
will accommodate from 25 to 30 old
not best to take it for granted that recent communication of O. F. Brig
they will support themselves.
ham of Spriagvale, relative to the
At the Union church Sunday morning
The fowls should be sent to roost question of whether there is any REAL ESTATE AGEN CY
Rev. M. S. Hutchins said that he should
at night with full crops and get off great starvation of deer in our woods * Wilton,
Maine.
follow the custom of previous years and
the roost in the morning to scratch
devote two of the early Sundays of the
in straw or leaves for grain during ! for want of food, or whether the dead
carcasses which are quite often
the day.
year to the memory of those, who, by
Fowls should always be starved for found are the results of careless and
PEELED POLPWOOD.1
work which |in various ways had been
at least 24 hours before being killed, wanton shooting in the summer days.
helpful to humanity had made for them
3,000 cords, Fir, Spruce and Poplar
so as to have their crops and intes- [(This is a subject of more than pass
selves names illustrious in history, and
tines thoroughly free from food of ing interest and I should like to see wanted on line of Sandy River & Rangewho in the year nineteen hundred and
ley
Lakes Railroad. Highest prices for
any kind.
the opinions of the many hunters and 1909. Write, telephone or call on^j
eleven had passed from this life.
guides who are readers of your val
As civilization advances the units of
A. W . M c L e a r y , Phillips
uable paper, about this.
humanity become more and more inde
Then
there
is.
the
burning
question
pendent. In semi-savage times ones
of how to minimize the killing of
interest was extended only to members
men bv accidental shooting in the
of his own family, or tribe. As civiliz.
game
season.
This is ever with us
ation advanced, it reached throughout
in, every open season.
I have be
the state, the nation and to other peo- ;
•• i!
ifllf
lieved that as the public officials ap
. JL - I I
pies. Life is now so complex that in j
:....il......
u-.. II
'• p i l l
pear to be determined to not to en
many ways we are related to those |
»V....... .1 h ' :
force the laws against the careless
whom we have never seen and may nev- t
killing of men that we might solve
er see. It is possible at least theoretic-j
th© problem indirectly by placing a
ally for the death of some Chinese cool-'
i
Never allow the bull to run loose severe penalty upon the killing of
ie or laboring man to affect us adver
about the yard or fields.
does similar to our cow moose lawr.
sely.
The cream should be delivered not
«. .. J
It would seem that if the hunter
At any rate, when some person who
less than three times a week.
had an. incentive for pausing long
has brought able achievement to the
Colony House, 10 by 12 Feet.
Watch the milch cows carefully, and enough to ascertain whether he was
needs of society dies, everyone of us is
see that they keep up their milk flow.
fowls
or
from
200
to
300
young
chicks,
|
aimirfg at a buck or a doe that it
bereft. For that reason I deem it fit
.The value of milk for cheese mak
ting to occasionally devote a Sunday or depending upon the kind and age of ing should be based upon the contents would save many lives.
PHILLIPS, M AINE.
two to the memory of those who, the brood. Its size makes it quite of both fat and casein.
Naturally the hunters of Maine hav
heavy
to
handle,
and
it
probably
though we may never have met them,
Despite every effort, there is always not taken kindly to this suggestion,
marks the limit in size, so far as con
have yet contributed to our welfare} cerns portable houses.
more or less complaint of shrinkage and yet on Nov. 3, last past Dr. T.
and it is well that we make the service
S. Palmer of Washington, D. C.,
The runners are 3x6 timber, and of milk in the dry, hot months.
May the New Y ea r have fo r you
not one of sadness that the world is of are 14 feet long, extending a foot be
The example of a successful dairy chief of the U. S. Biological survey
them bereft, but of thanksgiving to yond the wall at each end. The siding man neighbor doesn’t seem to have issued a statement that “ there are A bit of luck in all you do;
God that he sent them into this old is of No. 1 matched stuff, and must any impression on some farmers.
practically no deer hunting accidents Enough to w ear, enough to eat,
The woman wrho makes good butter in states which prohibit the shoot Contentm ent— which is hard to beat.
fit tightly.
world to help on its progress.
A colony house should be blocked and clean butter and puts it up attrac ing of does.”
I have not time even to name the
This is from an ex A lot of fun, a little pile,
tively does not have to cut prices.
large number of such world-helpers, j up so that the floor will be level, to !
pert who has kept an official record
The
man
who
gets
his
principal
inJ
who in the year just closed have passed prevent the litter from being pushed come from the dairy should breed his of the facts for several years past. And much th a t makes this life
down to the lower side if there is any
worth w hile
on, but will mention a few of them.
He further adds in this statement
cows to registered dairy-bred sires.
slope.
When the new year opened one of the
And
w hatever you need in the
Scours
in
young
calves
can
be
that
“
this
is
because
in
these
states
The windows are hinged at the top
first to go was Senator Stephen B. El and swing outward at the bottom. | checked by feeding a teaspoonful of the hunter hesitates a moment before j H ardw are line, buy of the
kins of West Virginia, a man who had This permits the entrance of an ! dried blood for each calf in two quarts firing to determine whether the anbeen a prominent leader in Washington, abundance of fresh air during rains or of warm milk.
imal ir, a doe or a buck.”
The average production of butter rat
although his political life, alas! had not storsis. On the outside the windows
Surely this opinion from one who
per
year
per
cow
is
said
to
be
be
always been governed by high ideals are covered with poultry wire, to keep
has made a scientific investigation
tween
140
and
150
pounds.
This
Is
far
of honesty.
In January, also, came the fowls in while the windows are too little to be profitable.
of the conditions cannot be cast aside
the death of Sir Francis Galton, the open. The long, narrow window,
The separator and all utensils a© unworthy of intellegent considera
placed vertically, has the advantage
English scientist, explorer and author,
over the square ones commonly used, should be kept clean and sweet by j tion.
and of Mr. Paul Morton, the able re in that it better distributes the light.
washing after each milking and
I hope to hear from many through
organizer of the Equitable Life In su 
A small muslin window is set in the them set in the sun to dry.
your columns regarding this proposithat
Nobody has yet discovered how
rance society.
door. It may be hinged at the bottom
tin.
John F. Sprague.
to
get
all
of
the
dirt
out
of
milk.
The
I
Soon came the tragic death of David and swung in when it is desired to
only way to have
absolutely clean ,
LEAVITT & JACOBS
Graham Phillips, the bitterness of have it open.
milk
is
to
prevent
the
dirt from get
If used for old hens’ roosts, nests
whose socialistic writings was for a
HOW
HE
EVOKED
THE
WINDS
ting into it.
have a fresh stock o f
purpose he believed to be just.
“ He and dropping-board are located In the ;
rear
of
the
house.
Hoppers,
fetd-cans
j
Captain of Becalmed Vessel Was
belie\ed in progress and human frater
and water-pans may be placed on the I
Driven to Desperate Sacrifice,
nity. He hated war, the idea of caste
ends or front.
But It Succeeded.
and special privilege.”
Rear Admiral Charles S. Sperry was
The ship had lain becalmed in a
Every Friday,
a thorough seaman, in i a splendid offi
Baldness is too Generally Con- ; tropical sea for three days. Not a
cer.
breath
of
air
stirred
the
mirror-like
sidered a Sign of Advanceed A g e 1
Clams, Scallops, Etc.
Mrs. Alice Morse Earle was the au
surface of the sea and the sails hung
limp from the yards, like drapery
thor of many books that have helped
OYSTERS E V E R Y S A T .
the readers to be better New England-1
A bald-headed person does not have carved from marble.
The captain resolved to wait no
an equal chance with one blessed with
ers, and truer Americans. In 1870 a
Overcrowding and overfeeding are a healthy head of hair, because bald- ; longer for wind. He piped ail hands Nothing more delicious than steamed
young man leaving the theological sem
ness is too generally accepted as an in on deck and requested all passengers clams and fried scallops.
crimes.
inary went to a small town in New
Keep the house in as cool a condi- \dication af age. Many large corpora to come forward.
Jersey. The town grew rapidly; the ; tion as possible.
tions have established an age limit, and
“ I must ask all of you,” he said, “ to
young clergyman grew with it and a t : Keep a continual lookout for rats, i refuse to take men over 35 years of give me every match you have.”
age
as
new
employees.
the close of a 40 years' pastorate, Arn- weasles, ’possums, etc.
Wonderinfely, all obeyed. The cap
Probably 65 per cent, of bald-headed
ory Howe Bradford was one of the most
We are apt to neglect the hens dur- 1people may regain a good head of heal tain collected every match on the
influential men of America, taking an Ing the late summer months.
thy hair if they will follow our advice I ship in this manner. Then he threw
Do not let up in your warfare and accept our offer. We have a rem them all overboard—all but one.
active part in civic, social, aesthetic
STABLE WITH HOUSE.
edy that we positively guarantee to
against the destructive louse army.
Then he took his pipe from his
and moral life of the town.
grow hair cn any head, unless the roots pocket and filled it with tobacco. As
Not
enough
importance
is
usually'
Many years ago Daniel O’Connell said
Large comfortable rooms.® Just the
attached to the selection of laying of the hair are entirely dead, their fnl crew and passengers looked breath
to a little Irish lad whom he heard give
lic.les
closed,
and
the
scalp
has
become
place
to spend a few weeks in the sum
hens.
glazed and shiny We want people to lessly on, he struck that one match—
a declamation in a neighborhood gathAll the old stock that is not wanted try this remedy at our risk, with the the only one aboard—and attempted mer for happiness and pleasure. Good
ering, “ Lad, if you live, your tongue should now be disposed of before they
fishing near by. Rates reasonable.
distinct understanding that un’ess it to light his pipe with it.
will some day make you famous. ” The go into molt.
Instantly a furious gale swept over Both telephones.
Bath room.
does exactly what we claim it will, and
lad did live and in time joecame the
Earnest, sympathetic, intelligent ef gives satisfaction in every respect, we the deck. It extinguished the match,
GEO. L. LAKIN ,
famous Archbishop Ryan~of Philadel fort wins. It is the secret of success shall make no charge for the remedy ‘ hut filled the sails atid the good ship
used during the trial.
plunged merrily forward on her course
phia,
a man of wide sympathies in the poultry yard.
Proprietor
We know exactly what we are talk again. The sacrifice had been awful,
The eggs should be kept in the cel
Many a man and woman not in the Cath
ing about,, and with this offer back of but successful.
Phillips,
Maine
olic fold have found their own faith and lar where it is cool. Hot weather our statement no one should scoff,
quickly stales them.
doubt our word, or hesitate to put our
practice strengthened by his deep
It may be that even while running
to an actual test.
You w ill find that druggists every
spiritual life. More Roman ecclesiastics about on the farm hens cannot find remedy
We want every one in Phillips who is where speak w ell o f Cham berlain’s
like this man would lessen the gulf be the grit they like, or enough of it.
Cough
Rem edy. They know from long
suffering from any scalp or hair trouble,
experience In the sale of it that in
tween Catholics and Protestants.
Fine gravel is not the proper grit dandruff, falling hair, or baldness to cases
o f coughs and colds it can a l
Mr Hutchins spoke of several who for poultry. They want a sharp ma try our Rexall “ 93 ’ Hair Tonic. We ways be depended upon, and th at it is
want
them
to
use
it
regularly—say
un
pleasant
and safe to take.
F or £ale Attorney and Counsellor at Law
have left words and works behind them terial with which to grind their feed.
til three bottles have been used—and if
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
Qn the, average, farm, fifty, hens it does uot eradicate dandruff, cleanse by all dealers.
that can never be forgotten, but on ac
and refresh the scalp, tighten the hair
count of unavoidable circumstances the
PHILLIPS, - - - - M A IN E
in its roots, and grow new hair, we will
editor ha3 had to shorten the report.
TH E CHRISTM AS DINNER.
return every cent paid us for the rem
In spite of the fact that the word edy for the mere asking. There is no
J. B L A I N E M O R R I S O N
dyspepsia means literally bad cook, it formality expected, and we exact no
The One Essential Point.
Wholesale
and
R
$a
il.
obligation
from
the
user
whatever.
Attorney
- at - Law
will
not
be
fair
for
many
to
lay
t.he
The permanent interest of every
We are established right here in Phil
man is, never to be in a false position, blame on tlhe cook if they begin the lips, and make this offer with a full un
Leave your orders early foi Beal Block. Ph ill Ids Fire and Life Insurance
but to have the weight of nature to Christmas Dinner with little appetite derstanding that our business succcess next winter’ s supply. For prices
and end it with distress or nausea. It
back him in all he does.—Emerson.
may not be fair for any to do that— let entirely depends upon the sort of treat apply to
us hope so for the sake o f the cook! ment we accord our customers, and we
The disease dyspepsia indicates a bad would not dare make the above offer
BEAL & M cLEARY,
stom ach, that is a weak stom ach, ratiher u ile? 8 we were positively certain that
DENTIST,
Y o u n e edn’t keep on fe e lin g d is tre s s e d
than a bad cook, and for a weak stom - we could suhstant ate it in every par Office
at Phillips Station
after eating', nor belclhing, nor exp er acfh there is nothing else equal to
Successor to Dr. Holt.
Remember, you can obtain
iencing nausea between meals. H ood’s H ood’ s Sarsaparilla. It gives the stom  ticular.
AG ENTS:
Sarsaparilla cures dyspepsia—4t strength
Rexall Remedies in this community
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5. Evenings by
ens the stom ach and other digestive ach vigor find tone, cures dyspepsia, only at our store—The Rexall Store.
C.
B.
Richardson,
Strong.
creates
appetite,
and
make«
eating
the
appointment.
organs for the proper perform ance of
E. H. Whitney, Phillips, Me.
pleasure M. should Ink.
their functions.
Take H ood's.
L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield.

Cburcbes

j

ULTrarl

Prohibit the
Shooting of Does

R. M . B R O W N ’S

NEW
CHILDREN’S
SLEDS and
SLEIGHS.

C. F. CHANDLER

Phillips Hardware Co.

DON’T

FORGET

FISH

BALD HEADS NOT WANTED

NOTICE

W IL L O W S H O T E L

D. R. R O S S

COAL

D r.

B. S. Elliott,

M A IN E

WOODS.

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

JA NUA RY

18,

1I

1912.

A few years ago a young man of my They were some of S. Newhouse
Fred Jordan has been ill and unable
acquaintance wished to go with me and early production, but they did the work
to be out for a week.
have me teach him how to set his traps. and held what they caught, even if they
Ralph Bangs is in Jacksonville, Fla ,
Well, I let him go along and I set his werenot quite so nicely finished as the
for a time.
traps and baited them where they present output of the factory.
There were no services at the Old
The traps I prized most highly were
needed bait. Now comes the funny
South Sunday afternoon.
part of the story. Early next morning some old Newhouse traps which my
Mr. and M rs. Cla ence Merrill moved
this young man was on the spot, but he grandfather gave me and they were
Farmington, Me., Jan. 14, 1912.
from Keyes Square to their new home
couldn’ t remember where I set his stolen along with some others one win
W e are sorry to hear that Mrs. Ed in the H. I. Spinney block, Broadway,
traps; look where he would no traps ter day. ^ne of these traps had been
win Cutts has been quite ill for a num last Saturday.
were to be found, and he honestly be lost over 20 years, and when found it
ber of days past.
Master Asher Davis Horn has been
lieved I had stolen them, and told me contained the relic of what had once
Judge Currier Holman has been a ill the past week, threatened with
as much in strong language. Well, I been a coon. This happened when my
[IN t w o p a r t s - p a r t t w o .]
pneumonia. His temperature was up
recent caller in Wilton on business.
had to go with him and find his traps grandpap owned the trap. The clog
The officers o f the Farmington Home |“ f 4 FrAday- but„ ha
bettf '
Again 1 take up the steel pointed as safe and sound as could be, except in the chain had caught between the
for Aged People met with Mrs Fred ' Mrs. Vernon Millett has returned stick called the pen, in pursuance of that some of them contained rats, and bottom rails of a fence and the coon
from her trip to Boston. She attended
G. Paine, Thursday of last week.
the trap thieves of my former article- two had coons in them. This young being unable to proceed further, of
church at Tremont Temple Sunday
My
Perhaps I will catch them and perhaps man thanked me, after I had given him course perished of starvation.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Marden of West
week.
I won’ t. At any rate the traps kept some good sound advice on all the rudi grandfather searched for the trap at
Farmington were recent visitors with
Master Carleton Spinney has been
on going away in ones and twos. I sup ments of trapping, losing traps, ac times, but was unable to^find any trace
friends in Starks.
very ill for ten days past. Pneumonia
pose
some would not care if we lost a cusing people too hastily, etc. He has of it.
Miss Leone Libby of the West Vil was feared.
We sometimes vary our"ways of get
thousand traps, but the man behind since hung up his traps and retired
lage is teaching in Monmouth.
Chickenpox seems to be quite preva
from the field as such men should do, ting furs when thieves become too num
the
gun,
so
to
speak,
is
the
one
who
Master Clair Bailey has been quite lent in the village. Miss Bernice Mil
for there is no earthly use in setting erous to contend with. We take our
ill for a week, but is now able to attend lett, the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs really cares.
out
a trap or traps unless you are sure dogs and a shovel and grubhoe and go
One clear frosty morning, as we
school again.
Vernon Millett is the latest victim.
you can find them again, barring of along the creek banks until we find a
Miss Doris Clark of New Sharon
The Men’s Club met at the Court were making our usual rounds, we came course, the sneak thief or some oth er muskrat den; if the dogjwill dig, then
at last to where one trap was set in a
visited friends in town recently.
House last Monday evening.
unknown cause, but there will be no we know Mr. Rat is at home, and we
The warrant for the corporation
The annual supper and business meet small stream which drained a large need to hang up our traps, if that new proceed to rout him out. You never
meeting has been posted to be h Id j ¡np 0f the Old South church and society pond, thence to the creek. This drain
have to dig them clear out because they
age was literally an underground stream law passes. It will make us hang up our will always retreat into the water.
Jan. 18, 1912, at 7 30. There are four was held Tuesday evening,
steel
traps
and
go
to
making
deadfalls
articles in the warrant.
, fhe collection for the support of a from end to end. Our trap was set on
and force us to use the trap known as Then you must either shoot them or let
Mrs. Gladys Porter and little daugh little colored boy was taken up last the pond side.
the
stop thief wire trap. These trap.a the dogs dive for them. We get the rats
ter who have bet n visiting her sister, Sabbath at the session of the Sabbath
“ Well, what have we got here? Ah,
are absolutely worthless, except for both ways. In shallow water you can
Mrs. Daniel Leighton of Strong, for a school at the Congregational church.
a fine large dark mink was our prison
setting in holes. These wire traps are knock them over with a club, but you
time, have returned to their home at the
Frank Bean is at work at Skowhegan er, or the trap’s.” Well we gathered surposed to kill the animal almost in must needs move lively. But all the
Falls village.
as floor manager in the Curtis & Wat him in and went on. We found a coon siantly by catching it around the neck; same there is rare good sport and some
Mrs. Leon Merritt of Portland, was son skating rink.
track a little further on but were un
but more than half the animals caught money hunting rats with the dogs, and
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. J. Llewellyn Carville is quite ill able to follow it up, because there was in these traps are caught around the it isn’ t so cruel and more sportsman
E. Greenleaf in the Holley neighbor and under the care of Dr. B. F. Make a light crust on the snow, but our dog
body and have to suffer for hours, the like, as the big game hunters are wont
hood, a few days recently.
•
holed him the next day and we took off
peace.
same as they do in the new law elect to say. Do they say so when they use
A. A. Nickerson and A. A. Partridge
Weddirgs and rumors of weddings his hide.
all killing, inhumane, steel trap. I don’ autos in the woods? We opine not. We
are at West Phillips driving teams.
are rife in the village.
. In one of our muskrat sets we cauigh believe in making the animals suffer have also dug out mink which had
Mrs. Jairus Prescott, who has been
The following have been chosen as a number 1 opossum, and even a mud but there are times when a trapper is Ikilled a rabbit and dragged him into a
in Topsfield, Mass., for several months, officers of the Junior class, F. H. S .: hen was not exempt from our traps.
unable to hinder this, such as his being |woodchuck’s hole; this is a favorite
is now with her daughter and family, Pres., Ha; old Trask; Vice-Pres., Dan
One fine morning we saw the broad |ill and not able to visit his traps regu j mode of capturing mink with some
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L.* Butler, for a iel Adams; Sec., Ursula Roderick; trail of two gents leading up stream,
hunters, [and seems’ to be gradually
larly, and generally nobody else knows
time.
Treas , Mary Titcomb; Executive Com , and later on we found where either j where your traps are set, otherwise pushing back the use of traps in the
Lyde S. Pratt, F. H. S., 1908, Bow- Elizabeth G. Willard, Hilda Jones, these gents or some one possessed of !
Icapture of this valuable little animal.
doin, 1912, is a member of the Bowdoin Lloyd Morton, Daniel Adams, Erlon unusually long legs, wings, etc., had you could send some one.
|White weasels or ermine are also caught
House cats, of course, should not be on the same plan.
College Chemical Club, taking advanced |Hardy', Leo Brown.
taken a goodly number of our traps and j
caught in traps, coming under the cat
work.
During the hunting season the huntArthur Perkins is caring for the of course any game they might have ,
Rev. Jcel Barrett of West Farming- horse of George Briggs while the latter contained. One time we found a skunk egory same as owls, apes, monkeys, j ers complain about their dogs getting
parrots, etc., and are by all right-minded j into traps set in holes, and generally
ton, has accepted a call to preach the is in the South.
track and a possum track in going our
people considered absolutely a pest. ; they take traps. I suppose this is for
present year at the Free Baptist church
rounds.
Their
hides
soon
ornamented
>
Mrs. Justin E. McLeary has been
Dogs are different, or the valuable ones Idamage. The trapper has just as good
at Temple village.
suffering with neuralgia and severe the barn, not that we never lost any |
are; of course three legged dogs are a rjgbt jn the woods and fields as the
Miss Marion Pomeroy, a trained cold.
which we were after as the above state
not wanted, neither are three legged ! hunter>
nurse, who has been visiting her
The plumbers have been busy the ments might cause the readers to think.
mother, Mrs. Harriet Pomeroy in New past week, many pipes having frozen Time and again we tracked game that laws wanted by anyone. It will do for
Kind friends and readers of Maine
people to talk, but let me tell you right Woods, I earnestly hope you may have
York, visited the C. M. G. hospital on and burst.
never materialized for various reasons
here, my dear sirs, we trappers don’ t enjoyed reading my scribblings, and
her way to this village.
An alarm of fire was given last Wed such as, someone else on the track, n ot!
ulea ure, and
t again I promise you something more in
Ernest Webster, F. H. S-, 1908, of nesday morning for a chimney fire at enough snow, crust on snow, etc. Later set our;
ur victims. It the near future with the publisher’ ^
the U. o f M., passed the holidays with Charles Hatch’s house on Lake Avenue. on in the winter other trappers began Ia few cents’ pron.
his sister, Mrs. C. E. Rideout in Au- It was confined to the chimney.
to appear on the scene and the game |is dollars we are aff c, not cents, un permission.
burn.
Wishing you all a happy and prosper
Herschel Paul went to work in the began to get scarce and harder to catch. derstand? We can live on just a few
Arthur L. Collins visited his daugh- ylv e r y stable Monday morning,
We caught a number of rats which j cents per skin, anc’ ome one will stea ous New Year.
ter Florence, who makes her home with
The carpenters are at work laying were shy one foot, claws, etc. A rat part of that and j rt of our traps, so
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Adams, Temple, ( new floors in the house 0f A. H. Presson. when once caught, if he gets away, is you can all see that the few cent
last week.
___________________ _
GOOD W O R K .
generally hard to catch a second time method doesn’ t apply.
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Baehellor are
If all our traps are taken from us by
unless
you
use
your
wits
and
no
bait,
M A IN E T O IM P O R T C A N N IB A LS ?
visiting friends in Boston.
and we caught not a few rats by their aw we will have to resort to the old Done Daily in Phillips. Many Citizens
Mrc. John H. Crowell has been quite
T ell of It.
rudder. We caught a coon once which j time way, catch the game with our
ill the past week.
It is claimed that pheasants, the bird was feeding upon a neighbors’ corn field hands, or sprinkle salt on their tails so
Nearly every readey has heard of
Mrs. Sarah Gay Mason of Winthrop, that may be introduced into this states and what a great time we had.
as to tame them, or devise some un
Doan’s Kidney Pills. Their good work
has recently undergone an operation, are cannibals, and not only will they
known
way
and
means.
And
how
poor
in Phillips still continues, and our
We had three dogs with U3; the coon
performed by Dr. Brock, from which kill and devour other birds, but they
got into a pond of water near the corn the trap thieves would get if such a citizens are constantly adding en
3he is recovering nicely, we are glad to will also kill each other. A Biddeford
law was in vogue. There are very few, dorsement by public testimony. No
field. First one dog rode on the
better proo’f of merit can be had
.know.
man, who has just returned from Whit- back and then another. The dogs were
an^’ *"raPs a*h a^> which will ever
Miss Louise W. McLeary was kept ¿^gviUe, Mass-, says that in that section busy with tooth and nail, likewise the ta^e the place of the good old steel trap, than the experience of friends and
neighbors. Read this case:
out of school part of last week, suffer- Q£ j.be S£ate where the pheasants are
John W. Kennedy, Phillips, Me.,
coon as best he could hampered by three that even our grandfathers used in
ing from a severe cold.
plenty, partridge and other species cf
dogs and two men who were not idle by preference to the clumsy deadfalls, says: ‘‘The benefit I received from
Doan’s Kidney Pills three years ago
The pipe organ ¡in the Old South ^ feathered tribe will be extermi
any means. Finally after much wad figure four trap, and other similar has been permanent, and I willingly
church was ¡frozen up so it was impos- nated unless there is an 0pen time next
ing, splashing, striking, dog fighting, home-made traps.
my former endorsement 0«.
sible to use it in the Sunday service.
j faU on thejpheasants. *A eock pheasant swearing and a final clubbing combina Some oi you may have an idea th a t confirm
this remedy. For years I was afflict
Mrc. Edna bmith Davis of Wisconsin, he asse,.t8j Wln tear a partridge or
tion, the coon was bagged much the there were no steel traps in grand- ed with kidney trouble and rheumatic
a noted temperance worker, will speak _ua^ to hits in half a minute. When a
pains and was often unable to get
worse for wear and tear, minus the father’s d?y, but let me tell you there about.
I passed many
sleepless
at Merrill hall, Thursday evening a t , hen . eaBant begins, to moit, arid the
hide. We devoured his fat juicy car were steel traps then as there are now nights, and was also bothered by
8 o clock p. m., to which meeting a ;desb becomes visible, it is no uncommon
cass.
the kidney secretions, Dotors failed;
general invitation is given to ail to at
for the cock pheasant to pounce
to help me and I finally got Doan'S
The
farmers
around
here
generally
tend, fene represents the W. C. T. U. iUp0n her and kill her, the other hens
F O L E Y ’S H O N E Y
AND
TAR
C O M  Kidney Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store.
let their corn stand in the field where it
P O U N D “ C U R E S IN E V E R Y
They helped me at once, restoring
—............-.......... ... esisting in thi eaiinibil feast.
,,
.
C A S E .”
was cut all winter, thus affording a fine „ Mr.
Jas. M cC affery. Mgr. o f
the my kidneys to a normal condition
W,e wish to call yxmr attention to the
of my pains and
place for fur varmints, and varmints of gch litz H otel, Omaha, Neb., recom m ends and disposing
F o le y 's H oney and T ar Com pound, be aches.”
f a c t that most infectious diseases such
'<1 have
Cfoarles D urham , Ivovington, IlL, lias all kinds and the trappers are not slow cause it cures in every case.
fror sale by all dealers. Price 50
a s whoopdng cough, diphtheria and s ca r succeeded in finding a positive cu re in taking the advantage thus offered. ufed it m yself and I have recom m end
ed it to many others w ho have sface cents. Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo,
le t fe v e r are contracted w*hen (the ch.lixl for bed w etting. “ My little boy w et
A
farmer
who
had
bought
two
large*
told
me
o
f
its
great
curative
pow
er
in
bed every night clear thro’ on the
New York, sole agents for the Unit
has a cold. Chamberlain’« Cough R em edy fthe
lo o r '
I tried several kind« o f kidney live opposums went and dropped them diseases o f the throat and lu ngs.” For ed States.
all cou gh s and colds it is speedily e f
Will quickly cure a cold and grea tly less m edictoe ■and I wan in the drug store
W . A. D. Cragin, Phillips.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and
in g for som ethin g different to help into a milk can for safe keeping, but fective.
en
tlie danger of contracting
these look
oujupr take no other.
him when I heard o f Foley
Kidney
diseases.
This remedy is fam ous for F ills.
.(Viter b e had taken them two the next morning they were gone. This
ys w e could see a ch ange and when is like what a man told me once. You
Jts cu res of colds. U contains no opium da
he had taken tw o thirds o f a bottle
must set your trap way down in deep
T h a t is about
six
o r o th er narcotic and may be given to he w as cured.
w eeks a go and b e has not w et in bed water upon a sod, because “ the animal
a ch ild with implicit confidence. Sold sin ce.”
W . A.
D.
Cragln, Phillips,
b y all dealers.
will come and set upon the sod and you
Maine
'
.
will get him.” . I saw some of his traps
that were set at least three feet under
|water, but I never knew him to catch a
! single varmint. Since then this same
; gentleman has taken to petty thieving
Iand passing bad money, which has
j landed him in quod, but for some un
foreseen reason he always slips the coil.
; One of our supposed trap thieves has
: been arrested for being drunk and
Idisorderly —fighting, attempting to
steal, etc., $25 fine is his limit and he is
j free again to debase the country at
; large and work his will upon us old
|trappers.

ON THE

TRAP LINE.

Trap Thieves and Other Notes.
By F. L. Butler.

Hess Stock Food
The best line we
ever carried.

A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN
And a little a month enables all music lovers to have
a good piano in their home.
Church

CH AS. W . N O R T O N
Street
Farmington,

Maine

Once in awhile a trapper will find a
trap containing a grizzled skeleton, the
! the sad remains of some unlucky var
mint which the trapper failed to find.
Sometimes an old trapper is gathered
, to his fathers and never gets to visithis traps again, and as no one else
knows where they are set, there they
! will remain, unless accidentally dis|covered, until the crack of doom.

Worth calling to see if you
don’t buy.
Our low prices are a great
inducement to many.

C . E. DYER.
S TR O N G ,

M A IN E .
Ml

M Â IN É

12

WE

S O L IC IT

THE

W O O DS,

PATRON

AGE OF T H A T CLASS ©F D E 

D . F . H O Y T , i PO SITO R S W H O C O N S ID E R ©©
ABSOLUTE
SAFETY
F IR S T .®
s
OUR C A P IT A L A N D S U R P LU S )
AY
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'm
No.

5 Beal Block,

JA N U A R Y

KINGFIELD !

18,

1912.

SEDGELEY, HOYT & CO.
SALE!!

Dress Goods for 5, 10, 15, 17,19 cents a yard
Wm. Dudley of Lewiston is spend
Dress Goods for 25, 35, 50, 59 cents a yard
ing sometime with his brother, Lueien, who is still very sick.
Outing Flannel, the best, for 8 and 9 cents
of
$ 110 ,000.00
guarantees!
There was a wreck of the work
New Ginghams for 8, 10 and 12 1-2 ceiits
somewhere down the track
t h a t S A F E T Y , A N D O UR
IN-< train
New Percales for 12 1-2 cents
Thursday delaying the incoming pas>T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E H IG H 
Good Style Coats marked $7.00 and $10.00
senger two hours and a half.
Heavy Caps for $2.50
EST R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H !
John Phillips has been confined to
Ladies’
Fur Caps at Cost
the house for sometime with a
SUC H S A F E T Y .
sprained ankle, the result of a fall
Rain Coats for $2.00
from a railway culvert.
Children’s Flannel Dresses 25 cents
F. B. Hutchins and his son,, Fred,
One Lot o f Colored Waists 50 cents
have been putting in a steel ceiling
Children’s All Wool Vests and Pants for 25 cents
in the vestry of the Baptist church,
Ladies’ Vests and Pants, size 34, for, 15 cents
and work on a new hardwood floor
for the main audience room will
Corset Covers, New Ones, for 20 cents
begin this week.
Towels 10 and 15 cents a pair
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
A solid week of oold up to Mon
Linen Crash for 7 cents a yard
day, the temperature ranging from
Gold Seal Rubbers, low heel, size 3, 50 cents
20 to 44 below in the morning and
$3.50 Gold Seal 4 Buckled Overshoes, sizes 6, 7, 8
scarcely going above zero during
j••••••© •© •© ••© © •© © ••© •© ••g
and 12 marked 1 50
the day. Furnaces and stoves have
not enjoyed such a feast of coal and
$3.00 & $4.00 Leather Ton Rubbers, size 6 for $1.50
wo d for many a day.
$3 50 moccasins marked $2.50
Everett Lander has been having a
$1.50 Blankets, piarked $1.15
8
8 hard run of pneumonia but is get
This Sale Will Last 30 Days.
I••©•••© ©•••© © •© •••© ••••© © • ting better.
Izetta West is critically ill.
A special meeting of Hope Rebekah
Mrs. E. H. Grose was in town
lodge, No. 89, will be held Thursday
MRS. H O R A C E W IN T E R E N T E R 
Friday.
evening, Jan. 18, for the purpose of in
T A IN S A T W H IS T .
Calendars for the, current
year
stalling the officers for the ensuing
have been distributed by Ray Knapp,
year.
C. E. Sprague, H. R. McKenney, W.
Mrs. Horace Winter delightfully en
Ida M. Morton, N. G.
S.
Jacobs,
C.
B
Hutchins,
L.
L.
tertained
at whist the following ladies
Clara A. French, Rec. Sec.
C ID O C ZZ)
High prices for strictly fresh eggs at Mitchell, H. S. Wing and Blackwell at her home, Pleasant street, Fri
& Edwards.
day evening.
Each guest had been
the Cash Grocery store.
Everything in Je w e l r y ,
The Leap Year ball Saturday night requested to wear her Christmas gifts
The vocal selections by Prof. Keyes
was
not
as
well
attended
as
could
and
they
were
thus
arrayed:
and Miss Mildred Mahoney and the
G lassware , etc.
A masked ball
(The hostess wore pink bed socks,
piano selection by Miss Bates, as re have been wished.
a go’ d necklace, several spoons, a
ported last week, were given at the is booked for the near future.
Mrs. W. D. French and son, Clif silver ladle, hung from the waist,
church last Sunday evening and were
much enjoyed. There was a large num ford, are the guests1 of Mrs. A. G. fancy silk bag adorned her head, a
ber of the members of the choral club Winter.
white waist, kitchen apron, covered
Mrs. Emily Tufts, who ruptured a with many handkerchiefs, barrette,
P h illip s,
M a in e .
in attendance and the music was
ihoroughly enjoyed by those who were blood vessel several months ago, ten dollar bill on one sleeve, bottle
causing the loss' of the sight of one grape juice around other, carried two
fortunate enough to be present.
Mrs. Herbert Goldsmith and son eys, is suffering severely from that hand bags and wore kimona cloth as
trouble.
wrap.
Donald, are both ill.
Hiram T. Oaswell died at
his
Mm Q M Vm<5 wore on her
Harry A. Chandler and Miss Ella
on
Beal drove to Rumford Friday, return home in North Anson. Friday. J a n .- afl a sUTOr beaded bIue aUk scarf
12.
Most of hi» life was spent in carried sad iron in hand, several
ing Sunday.
Two of our local physicians, Drs. W. New Portland for several years on fane- aprons, two scarfs, embroid
I. Blanchard and J. F. Hilton, has been a farm not far from the Kingfield ered linen dress, initial towel and 50
suffering quite severely recently with line, on the east side river road. handkerchiefs.
Mr. Caswell was nearly 71 years of
rheumatism.
Mrs. A. C. Woodard wore kitchen Prominent Portlander Noti
Master Richard Field has been con age and a brother of Mrs. E. W.
apron,
many handkerchiefs
about
fies His Friends That He
fined to the house by illness this week. Simmons of this place, and also of
her
person
and
kid
gloves.
The officers of Hope Rebekah lodge Henry Caswell of Fairfield, who is
W ill Be a Candidate.
Mrs. G. M. French wore flannel
will be installed this Thursday evening, spending the winter with his sister.
Hon. Frederic E. Boothby of Port
by District Deputy President, Mrs. AbN. D. Mayo and Mr. Rogers, Esq., wrapper (?) hat pin holder with hat
\ land, known to pretty nearly every
bie Wilkins, of Wilton.
of Wakefield, Mass., are expected pins and handkerchief on head.
Jack Hubei has returned from an ex Monday for a few days’ visit with
Mrs. E. L. Simmons wore an em body in the state through his long
tended trip through the middle and Mr. Mayo’s' sister, Mrs. C. O. broidered corset cover, kitchen apron, official connection with the Maine
western states, visiting many places of Wilkins.
two long towels reaching from the Central railroad and through his
interest, among them Niagara Falls
Miss Dorris Wilkins has fin waist to floor, one towel pinned with prominence in many other positions,
and attending some of the auctions for ished her school in Anson and for a bar pin at top of ednset oover in including the mayoralty of Portland,
which New York is famous.
a few days is visiting in Portland back, necklace of silver spoons, has decided to be
candidate this
On account of the bad travelling there and Lewiston.
On her return, the handkerchief around left arm, dust vear for the Republican nomination
was no meeting of the Ladies Social latter part of the week she will spend bag pinned at right side, soap shaker for governor and is sending out this
Uuion.
a day with her sister, Mrs. Cham suspended from waist, jabot, and letter to his friends:
The King's Daughters will meet at berlain, at Wilton.
carrh»-’ sink sieve filled with Christ- My Dear Sir: —
Everett hall, Friday evening, Jan. 19,
Mrs. Anna C. (Berry) Hewey died |mas cards, also bed slippers in her
As has been recently stated by
with Miss Avilla Hersey.
Saturday morning, Jan. 13. She j hand.
some of the newspapers I have de
We are pleased to learn that Daniel was the widow of the late Cornelius
\ Miss Susie Stanley wore embroid cided to allow the use of my name
Wells, who was recently injured by a Hewey and was born in Madrid
ered apron, silk stockings as scarf before the primaries as a candidate
log rolling on him, was able to ride to where the interment was made.
around shoulders.
for the Republican nomination for
the village last Monday.
It appears that an amicable adjust
Mrs.
I.
L.
Eldridge
wore
lace
Governor of the state, and at the
W. B. Hoyt returned home last week ment of the matter of public speak
from a business trip to Rangeley and in ing in the High school has been trimmed bolero (?), kid gloves^ jab proper time petitions will be circu
ot, handkerchief, box talcum powder, lated to insure the necessary names
the Dead River region.
effected by the school board. The
Miss Nellie McLeary of South Strong requirements of the course in this photographs, Christmas cards, cro for that purpose.
With an intimate personal knowl
and friend, Miss Florence Herbert, are regard have nothing to do with cheted scarf and red bed blankets
edge of every city and town, nook
visiting the former’s brother, A. W. the Interscholastic contest, the pre foj- wrap.
McLeary and family.
Mrs. L. L Mitchell wore embroid- and corner, of Maine ,and their spec
liminary trial for which takes place
ial and respective needs, and with
Cecil Harnden of Fort Terry, *N. Y.>
Feb. 9, and the final contest at ei*ed towels draped aver shoulders
returned to Phillips last week.
an acquaintance with a large per
and
beauty
pins.
Strong Fob. 21. It is probable that
Dr. B. S. Elliott was in Richmond
Mrs. Frank Frost wor© center centage of the inhabitants thereof,
the West Kingfield scholars
of
over Sunday.
high school grade will be allowed to piece on head, three fancy aprons, I feel sure, with the assistance of
Burt Welch was in Strong one day
enter the contest on the same terms dut bag, tumbler doiliess, collar, pin other state officials, an administra
last week.
tion can be so carried out, that will
cushion.
Miss Alice Vaughan of Strong is car as those in the village.
Edwin Caswell of Lowell, Mass.,
Mrs. E. L. Pennell wor©
book, have the unqualified approval of all
ing for Mrs. Ralph Preble and little
was
the
guest
of
his
sister,
Mrs.
stocking
full
of
toys,
collar
and
jab citizens, irrespective of party affilia
daughter.
tions.
Mrs. Ella Dow is employed in the E. W. Simmons, from Friday to ot.
While having only words of praise
Sunday.
Mrs. E. H. Gros© of Stratton, be
toothpick mill and staying with Mrs.
for the honorable gentlemen, who
Mis®
Lulu
Carville
is
expected
this
ing a guest, went in black silk gown
Harriet Voter.
have eminently served th© state, it
week to spend the winter with Mrs. unadorned.
Miss Gustie Kempton is employed
would seem but proper that the nom
A. J. Hunnewell.
doing housework in the family of R. H.
Miss Lelia Hunnewell wore ten ination should this time come to the
Mis® Hilda Huso goes to Wilton
Preble.
handkerchiefs,
address
book, silk First District.
Governor Powers
^Thursday, the guest o f Mrs. Myra
stockings, stencil bag, a long rose came from the fourth, Governor Hill
Blaine Beal went to Skowhegan last Chamberlain.
necklace, coat hanger, picture book, and Governor Plaisted from the third,
week where he visited friends and
Mrs. Geo. French, Mrs. A. C.
tov dog, two aprons, gold cuff links, Governor Cobb and Governor Fernrelatives.
Woodard and Mrs. Orris Vose froze
The installation of the officers of their hands Friday night and are china dog and nugget locket from aid from the second, while from the
Sherburne Chapter, O. E. S., will suffering much inconvenience to say Alaska.
first district there have been only
Refreshments of sandwiches, sal two Governors for more than forty
be held at the chapter hall next the least.
Wednesday evening, Jan. 24.
A
Moses Scribner and family have ad cake and coffee were served. years or, during nearly half the time
Dainty place cards as souvenirs that Maine has been a state.
banquet will be served at the close moved to Portland.
The score
of the ceremonies.
The Young Peoples’ Christian En were at each plate.
I hope that I may have your sup
Mrs. D. F. Maxwell of St. Stephens, deavor meeting is to be discontinued cards were red, bellshaped and the port.
prizes were won by Mrs. G. M.
N. B., is visiting her brother’s fam through the winter months.
Very sincerely,
ily, Mr. C. H. McKenzie.
Rev. LiL R. Schafer was called French and Mrs. E. L. Pennell.
Frederic E. Boothby.
to New Portland Friday to conduct
A Des M oines man had an attack of
the funeral of Thelma Luce, daugh
F C L E Y K ID N E Y P IL L S
m uscular rheumatism in his shoulder.
always give satisfaction because they ter of Henry Luce.
A friend advised him to go to Hot
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I LOCAL NOTES!

Do you need an
Ulster or a Reefer
Coat?
If you do, why
not look over the
$5.00 to $10.00
Coats w e have in
stock for

Emery S. Bubier

Boothby Out

$3.98

For Governor

Soon we shall be
saying 39c. Fleeced
Underwear A L L
0

GONE but at pre
sent we can supply
you with most any
size.
A few pairs of
t h o s e Moccasins
left—$1.00, $2.00,
$2.50 and this is
Moccasin weather.
And the Sweaters
White $4.00 Sweaters--$2.00.
White $3.00 Sweaters-$1.50.
White $2.00 Sweatcrs--$1.00.
Suits and Over
coats at prices to
please you.

A ge :cy for the Universal
Steam Laundry.

WATCHES and HIGH
GfjADE MOVEMENTS

aiways do the work.
J. T. Shelnut,
Bremen, Qa., says: “ I have used Foley
Kidney
Pills
with
great satisfaction
and found more relief from their use
than from any other kidney medicine,
and I’ ve tried almost all kinds. I can
oheerfully recommend them to all su f
ferers for kidney and bladder trouble.”
W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips, Maine.

HOM ES-

Do not allow your kidney and blad
der
trouble
to develop beyond
the
reach of medicine.
Take F oley K id 
ney Pills.
They give quick results and
stop
irregularities with
surprising
promptness.
W . A. D. Cragin, Phillips,
Maine

Springs.
That meant an expense
of
$150.00 o<r more. H e sought for a quick
er and cheaper w ay to cure it
and
found it in Cham berlain's
Liniment.
Three days after the first application
of this liniment he was well. F or sale
by all dealers.
«■

Completely
FurntOhoA.
©or
Twelve-8tor*
Output
mMW
Money-Sarin* for you. ©et out
terms ent price* Circular* Fro*.

ATHERTON FURNITURE CO.

